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1. System Introduction
Introduction
The VL5000 is a next-generation IP-KTS (Key Telephone System) suitable for large
sized businesses with 5000 or fewer employees. By providing SIP related standards
and by keeping the compatibility with various SIP terminals, users can choose to
use a suitable terminal with their preference. Particularly, the VL5000's PSTN backup
function automatically switches to an analog telephone (PSTN) in case of an
Internet communication failure. It allows users to use uninterrupted telephone
service regardless of occurrence of fault.

■

Easy installation through existing network
Even for small and medium enterprises that do not have professional IT staff,
VL5000 provides a simple and convenient user interface to easily install by using
the existing network environment. You can also upgrade new software
automatically. In addition, up to 3 existing analog phones can be used with the IP
phone. It makes easy to turn your corporate telephone network into VoIP.

■

Convenient and various functions and reduced telecommunication cost by through
using IP network
VL5000 makes it easy to use the most commonly used dialing, receiving, call back,
picking up, transferring, etc. in the existing analog keyphone environment.
Advanced features such as IVR, voicemail, and conference call, which were difficult
to support with analog key-phones, are also included in the basic specifications.
Especially, by utilizing the advantages of IP network with its scalability and unlimited
location, it is possible to configure their own network that can dramatically reduce
telecommunication costs by making a headquarter/branch telephone network. The
telecommuter can set up a corporate telephone so that the telephone network can
be configured without location restrictions.

■

High voice quality and system stability
Various algorithms have been adopted to ensure voice quality even when analog
voice signals are transmitted through the data network. Preventing overheats, back
up function using supercap in case of power down, and PSTN back up in case of
internet failure ensure stable system operation.

■

Applying the Cutting-edge technology to the Enterprise Environment
Such as e-mail transmission of voice messages, Busy Lamp Field (BLF), SIPConnect, and various application programming interfaces (APIs) for unified
communications included in the basic specification of VL5000. This allows our
customers to quickly and easily deploy rapidly evolving enterprise applications into
their enterprise environment.
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System Appearance
VL2000’s main board (CPU board) plays a key role in running application programs
that enable call routing and various services which are functions of the IP-PBX.
I / O boards consist of FXS board for analog phone connection, FXO board for
PSTN line connection, E1/PRI board for connecting E1 PRI line, and NAS board for
voice recording of calls.

Figure 1 – 1. VL5000 System Appearance

Figure 1 – 2. VL5000 Front & Rear Panel

Figure 1 - 2 above shows the front and rear view of the VL5000.
There are two Ethernet ports on the front of the system, one for the WAN
connection and one for the LAN connection. There are various LEDs that show the
system operation status. They show power status, system operation status, WAN /
LAN status, and current status of FXO / FXS line. There is a reset button hole to
return the system to factory reset.
On the back of the system has a power cable connector, a ground terminal, and
four I/O board slots.
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System Specification
VL5000 system specifications are as follows.

Table 1 – 1. System Specification
Item
H/W Specification

Network Interfaces

Other Interfaces

Power Consumption

Contents
 CPU: Compact COMe Type6 with Intel Core i7-5650U at 2.2GHz
 Main Memory: 16GByte DDR3
 Storage: 2.5-inch SSD, 128GB
 LED Status Indicators
 WAN/LAN Ethernet: 2 Ports (10/100/1000Mbps)
 NAS Ethernet: 1 Ports (10/100/1000Mbps)
 HB Ethernet: 1 Ports (10/100Mbps)
 E1 interface: up to 2 Ports
 PSTN: up to 24 Ports (3 FXO Boards)
 Analog Telephone Interface: up to 24 Ports (3 FXS Boards)
 AC 110/220V Power Inlet
 Earth Terminal
 Restore Factory Defaults Button
 Max. Operational Power Consumption: 120W

Cooling Fan

 3 DC Fans
 RPM: 5000, Air Flow: 4.17 CFM

Battery for withstanding
instant Power Fail
Physical Specification

 SuperCapacitor

System Capacity

Ethernet Interface
Specification
PSTN Interface
Specification

NAS Interface
Specification

E1 PRI Interface
Specification
Environmental
Specification








Dimensions: 440(W) x 430(D) x 45(H) mm
Weight: 5.5Kg (without Cables)
Max. Extensions: 5000 Subscribers
Max. Call Performance: 50 call per second (CPS)
CDR Database: up to 200MByte records
WAN/LAN: 10/100/1000Mbps
IEEE 802.3 Standards, Supports Auto-Negotiation
 RJ45 Connector: Ethernet packets over CAT5-UTP cable
 2 Pin (Tip-Ring) RJ11 Connector for each PSTN port
 Up to 3KV Line Isolation and Surge Protection
 TX power of up to +10dBm into 600 ohms
 Ringing Detection
 CID Monitoring and Detection
 Parallel Phone Detection
 CPU: 400MHz, Dual Core
 HDD Interface: SATA2
 Ethernet Interface: Gigabit Ethernet for External Interface
 HDD Spec: 2.5-inch HDD 1TB, Recording HDD
 Card Capacity: 1 E1 PRI
 Interface: 2 ports linecard (1 port (Operation) / 1 port (for Backup)
 E1 Digital: ISDN PRI (R2 Unsupported)
 Operating Temperature: 0℃ ~ 40℃
 Operating Humidity: 20% ~ 80% RH
 Storage Temperature: -20℃ ~ 60℃
 Storage Humidity: 20% ~ 95% RH
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Hardware Configuration
The VL5000 is optimized and configured for enterprises with 5000 or fewer
employees. The main CPU is a high-performance device capable of handling 50
calls per second using less than 70% of performance. In particular, it is a network
dedicated CPU that has more than 1 Gbps packet processing capability and has a
built-in encryption engine. Therefore, there is almost no degradation in CPU
performance when encrypting voice packets.
VL5000 contains separate flash disks to store data generated during system
operation, and built-in battery is designed to withstand a sudden power outage,
with less than 3 seconds of power failure.

Figure 1 – 3. VL5000 Block Diagram
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Status LED
Figure 1-4 below shows the front of the VL5000 with 59 status LEDs. Except for the
four LEDs built in the Ethernet connector, the remaining 55 LEDs show the system
operation status and network connection status in two colors of green / red. The
meanings of each LED are shown in Table 1-2.

Figure 1 - 4. VL5000 Front View
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Table 1 – 2. LED Indicator function
LED

Green

Red

Descriptions

Power

ON

OFF

Power supply status good

ON

ON

 Power on: Power on
 Power off: power off in 60 seconds
 Initializing Factory
 Rebooting

Boot
WAN/Link
WAN/ACT
LAN/Link
LAN/ACT
HDD 1~3
SLOT 2~4

OFF

OFF

Power off

ON

OFF

Rebooting

Blinking

OFF

Under normal operation

ON

OFF

Link connected

OFF

OFF

Link disconnected

Blinking

OFF

Packet communicating

OFF

OFF

Wait state

ON

OFF

Link connected

OFF

OFF

Link disconnected

Blinking

OFF

Packet communicating

OFF

OFF

Wait state

ON

OFF

HDD DISK is operation normally

OFF

OFF

Boot Error

ON

OFF

FXO card connected to each slot is operating

FXS/FXO

normally
OFF

OFF

No connected card

FXO ON

ON

OFF

PSTN line connected and on-hook

/P1~P4

OFF

Blinking

Ringing

OFF

ON

No connected card

FXS ON

ON

OFF

SIP Registered and on-hook

/P5~P8

OFF

Blinking

Ringing

OFF

ON

Line is busy (Off-hook)

OFF

OFF

SIP has not been registered

SLOT 2~4

ON

OFF

E1 card connected to each slot is operating normally

/E1

OFF

OFF

No connected card

SLOT 2~4

ON

OFF

NAS card connected to slot is operating normally

/NAS

OFF

OFF

Boot Error

System Initialization
The small hole (RST) shown in the bottom left of Figure 1-4 is connected to the
reset button inside the system. When you want to initialize the system into factory
default, you can press the button inside this hole to initialize the system.
If you hold down this button for about 5 to 10 seconds with a clip or pointed pen,
both the green and red LEDs on the PWR LED turn on (The LEDs appear orange
because the green and red LEDs are on at the same time) and system initialization
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starts. Therefore, if the PWR LED lights orange, you can release the button. After
initialization, the PWR LED will turn green to initiate a reboot. If the BOOT LED blinks
green, the booting is completed.

Line and ground connection
Figure 1-5 below shows the rear view of the VL5000, with the power cable
connector, power switch, ground, and four I / O board slots from the left. Each slot
accepts various I / O boards.
The part marked with "F. G" is the ground terminal, which protects the user and the
product from lightning or surge. Therefore, it must be grounded for safe use.

Figure 1 – 5. VL5000 Rear view diagram

System Function
The following is a summary of the standards and functions supported by VL5000.

Table 1 -3. System Function
Item
Standards

Contents
• IPv4/v6 Dual Stack
• VoIP
- DNS
▪ DNS Basic (RFC 1034/1035)
▪ UPDATE (RFC 2136)
▪ SRV (RFC 2782)
▪ NAPTR (RFC 2915)
- SIP
▪ SIP Basic (RFC 3261)
▪ Reliability of Provisional Responses (RFC 3262)
▪ An Offer/Answer Model with SDP (RFC 3264)
▪ Event Notification (RFC 3265)
▪ Asserted Identity within Trusted Networks (RFC 3325)
▪ Instant Messaging (RFC 3428)
▪ Message Waiting Indication (RFC 3842)
▪ Presence (RFC 3856)
▪ Session Timers (RFC 4028)
▪ INFO Method (RFC 2976)
- SDP
▪ SDP (RFC 2327)
- RTP
▪ RTP/RTCP (RFC1889)
▪ RTP AVP (RFC1890)
▪ RTP Payload for DTMF Digits (RFC 2833)
• Security
- SIPS
- SRTP
- SSLv2/v3
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Basic PBX Features

Advanced PBX Features

Codecs

- TLSv1
• etc.
- DHCP
- FTP
- HTTP/HTTPS
- NAT
- NFS
- NTP
- SMTP
- SNMPv2
- TFTP
• Call Hold/Unhold
• Call Transfer (Blind/Attended)
• Call Forwarding (Always/Busy/No-Answer/Error/Time-Based)
• Call Pickup (Direct/Group)
• Call Park/Unpark
• Intercom (Direct/Group)
• Three-way Call
• Music on Hold
• Music on Ringback
• Group Ringing (Hunt/Circular-Hunt/Ring-All/Random)
• Distinctive Ringing
• DTMF Relay (in-audio/rfc2833/SIP Info)
• Flexible Dialplan
• SIP Trunking
• DID/DOD
• FXO backup (in case VSP is unavailable)
• Call Screening
• DND
• Virtual Caller ID
• Anonymous Caller ID
• Phonebook
• Voicemail (with e-mail forwarding)
• Message Waiting Indication
• IVR
• Conference
• RAA
• Feature Code
• SIP Messaging & Presence
• BLF
• PBX-to-PBX interoperability
• System Redundancy
• IP
- Voice
▪ G.711 μ/A-Law
▪ G.729 A/B (pass-thru only)
▪ G.723.1 (pass-thru only)
- Video (pass-thru only)
▪ H.263
▪ H.264
▪ MPEG-4 SP/ASP
• Analog
- Voice
10

▪ G.711 μ/A-Law
▪ G.729 A/B
▪ G.723.1
Security

Analog Interface

Management

• ACL
• DDoS Protection
• SIP DDoS Protection
• PBX-to-PBX interoperability thru VPN connection
• FXO
- LEC (G.168)
- Caller ID Detection
- Call Progress Tone Detection
- DTMF Generation & Detection
- VAD/CNG
- Packet Loss Concealment
- Adaptive Jitter Buffer
- Dynamic Payload Support
- Adjustable Audio Frames per Packet
• FXS
- Battery Feeding for Analog Telephone
- Ringing Signal up to 3 LEN
- Type I/II FSK Caller ID Generation & Detection
- Call Progress Tone Generation
- DTMF Generation & Detection
- VAD/CNG
- FAX
▪ T.30 Receiving (only with e-mail forwarding)
- Configurable Tip/Ring impedance
- Hook Flash Signaling
• E1
- PRI (R2 Unsupported)
- Codec: PCMa/PCMu
- Line Coding: HDB3, AMI
- Operation Mode: User/Network
• System Configuration via WEB Manager
• Multi-Language Support (Korean/English/Turkish)
• Password Protection
• Configuration Backup/Restore thru WEB/FTP
• S/W Upgrade from Remote Place
• Direct Phone Management thru WEB
• IP-Phone Auto Provision
• Event Log
• Call Log
• CDR
• SNMPv2
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Installing the System
The installation of the VL5000 requires a basic knowledge of the IP network and an
overall understanding of the telecommunication, including the phone line. If you are
not familiar with VL5000 installation, please contact the engineer of a dealer before
starting installation.
This section describes the basic installation instructions and notes for the VL5000.
Be sure to read these instructions carefully before proceeding with the installation
procedure.

Installation Precaution
Notes on workplace and operating environment

■

Do not move VL5000 with power on. If you move the VL5000 with power ON state,
the power connector, telephone line, and signal cable become unstable and cause
system to malfunction.
Do not place a heat-generating product around the VL5000. VL5000 also generates
a little heat. If you place a heat-generating product around the VL5000, the internal
heat will not be radiated properly, and the internal temperature will increase. If the
internal temperature of the system is higher than the allowable operating
temperature of VoSS, the system stability may be adversely affected.
Make sure that at least 5cm (2 inches) of space is located around the left and right
sides of VL5000. Interference with the ventilation of the system can increase the
internal temperature of the system and adversely affect the stability of the system.
Do not expose the system to temperatures below 0 ° C or above 50 ° C for long
periods. The proper operating temperature of the system is 0 ℃ ~ 50 ℃.
Notes on carrying the system

■

When moving the VL5000, make sure that turn the power off, disconnect the
connected cable, and hold it with both hands in a stable shipping box of the
VL5000. If you drop the VL5000 on the move, serious damage may occur to case
and boards inside may be broken.
Notes on password setting

■

Do not forget your password. If you forget your administrator password, you will
have to reset your system to factory default state and you will lose a lot of data that
is in use.
Notes on setting IP Address

■

The VL5000 has two Ethernet ports for WAN and LAN connections. IP setup is very
important because field installation is done through the web interface. WAN port of
VL5000 is set to DHCP Client and LAN port to 192.168.1.10 at the factory. VL5000
Web Manager Connection is available on both WAN and LAN. Therefore, it is
recommended to change IP address of LAN port or set network by WAN and Bridge
after completing setup by LAN connection. The NAT function of the LAN port may
have other DHCP servers on the same network, so you should consult with the
network administrator at the installation site and activate it.
Other Notes

■
⚫

⚫

You can use the FXO board for connecting the phone line to VL5000. You cannot
directly connect a telephone to the FXO port, nor can you connect it directly to
a line for connecting a digital telephone. If you are not sure what type of phone
line to connect, contact your phone service provider or administrator.
The VL5000 has an Ethernet connector and a telephone line connector. Although
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⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫

the jack (RJ45) of the Ethernet cable is a little bigger and does not fit into the
telephone line connector, it cannot be connected and used, but the jack (RJ11)
of the telephone line can be plugged into the Ethernet connector though it is a
little small. Therefore, be sure to check the size of the connector and then
connect it to the connector of the correct size.
Only authorized service personnel may disassemble the system. Do not attempt
to disassemble the system without your permission.
If you need to hold I / O board by hand, touch the metal table or a grounded
metal object by hand and hold the board. This reduces static electricity on the
body and reduces static damage on the board.
This equipment does not support HOTSWAP. Do not insert/remove the LINE card
when power is on.
Do not disassemble the system while the system power is on. Serious damage
to the system can result.

Installation Procedure
Proceed as follows when installing the VL5000 system.
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Decide where to install the VL5000 and prepare the installation space.
Move the packed VL5000 to the place where it will be installed, then unpack and
check the contents.
Assemble the VL5000 in the installation space.
Connect the LAN cable and the telephone line.
Be sure to connect the ground to the ground terminal on the back of the product.
If the power cable does not have a ground, connect the ground separately.
When power is connected, VL5000 front power LED will light up and the system
will start operation.
Please note the following when installing the VL5000 depending on the above
procedure.

Installation environment

■

The VL5000 can be placed on a table or installed on a rack. In addition, it is
necessary to secure a space for installation in the following safety and temperature
/ humidity conditions.
⚫

⚫

Safety conditions
There shall be no hazardous substances like as combustible gases or
combustible materials.
Before installing the VL5000, check that all electrical wiring conditions,
grounding, voltage, frequency, etc. are correct.
If the power switch or earth leakage breaker is open, you must remove the
cause that blocked power supply path.
Temperature / humidity conditions
The following conditions must be maintained to maintain a constant
temperature and humidity at all times.

Temperature: 0 ~ 50℃


Humidity: 20% ~ 80%



It should be cool place where direct sunlight does not shine
immediately.



After installation, install a ventilator in the room where the VL5000 is
located to prevent dust.
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Input power conditions

■

Use the power cable supplied with the system to connect to the power outlet
supplying normal AC power. If you do not have a grounding connection to use, you
should contact your power manager to ensure that the ground is connected to the
power source. Connecting FXO or FXS to the system can cause serious noise.
The location of the electrical outlet must be selected as a place where the user is
unable to turn off the power source inadvertently. Select the power source (Outlet)
to match the capacity of the VL5000.
The input and output power specifications of VL5000 are as follows:
Input power supply: AC 110/220V, 50/60Hz
Maximum power usage: Max. 120Watt
Maximum power consumption: Max. 120 Watt
Line conditions

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

When installing the line in a humid place, be sure to remove the moisture before
installing the system.
Cables should be handled carefully to avoid deformation or damage.
The radius of curvature of the line should be greater than 6 times the
cable
circumference. And there should be no bending points over and over again.
Place it nearby where high-voltage power lines are not located.

Check Package Items
Prepare the place to install the VL5000, and when the preparations are completed
according to various conditions, move the packed VL5000 to the place of
installation.
After unpacking the package, check the items in the package. The following items
are included in the package together with the VL5000 main unit basically.
⚫
⚫

VL5000 power cable
Ethernet UTP cable

Both ends RJ45 - CAT 5


⚫

Length: 1.5m

Rack fixing bracket

Figure 1 - 6. VL5000 package items
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System assembly
In order to connect VL5000 to the network, it must be installed correctly according
to the following procedure.

Connecting Cable
■

Ethernet cable
WAN port is used to configure VoIP network by using VL5000.
The VL5000's WAN port supports Auto-MDIX (Medium-Dependent Interface
Crossover) technology, which allows both serial and cross-over cables and
100BaseTX connections. For 100BaseTX connection, Category-5 cable should be
used.
One end of Ethernet cable should be connected to WAN port on VL5000 and the
other to Ethernet port on hub or switch. However, because there may be conflicts
with IP address of the internal network, connect only one end of the cable to
VL5000 and refer to [Chapter 3. Web Manager] for the other end and then connect.
If a 1000 or 100 Mbps connection is not establish, make sure the cable and hub or
switch port supports 1000 or 100 Mbps

■

Telephone Line Connection
The FXO port of the VL5000 is connected to a public telephone line called a trunk
line, or a public telephone line of a private branch exchange (PBX) or a key
telephone system. One end of the cable should be connected to the FXO port of
the VL5000, and the other end of the cable should be connected to a PBX, KTS or
telephone wall jack.
For the cable wiring of the FXO port, use the 2-pin type RJ11 connector. When
making the cable, check the connections in Table 1-4 below.

Table 1 -4. VL5000 FXO port connection
PIN
2
3
4
5

Name
No Connection
Tip
Ring
No Connection

■

FXS telephone connection
The FXS port of the VL5000 is connected to a standard analog phone.
The cabling of the FXS port uses the same 2-pin RJ11 connector as the FXO port.
When making the cable, check the connections in Table 1-5 below.

Figure 1 – 5. VL5000 FXS port connection
PIN
2
3
4
5

Name
No Connection
Tip or Ring
Ring or Tip
No Connection
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Connecting ground
Be sure to refer the following points before connecting power to the VL5000.
Before connecting the power source, make sure to connect the ground terminal on
the back of the product to the ground terminal on the power outlet or the ground
terminal that exists inside the building by using cable etc. If the ground terminal is
not connected, there is a danger of electric shock. Therefore, it must be checked
during installation.

Connecting power
Be sure to pay attention to the following points before connecting power to the
VL5000.
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

The AC power which the VL5000 is connected must be used exclusively with an
AC outlet. When using AC power in conjunction with other devices, it should be
careful that a sudden voltage drop can cause system malfunction or fire.
AC power which is not supplied at night may cause system malfunction.
Therefore, the AC power of VL5000 should always be supplied with stable power.
If the power satisfying the above conditions is secured, check if the power
switch of VL5000 is OFF, and if it is ON, switch it to OFF state.
Connect one end of the power cable to the VL5000 connector.
Connect the other end to an AC outlet.
When the power cable is connected, turn on the power switch to start supplying
power to the system.

Verifying normal operation
When power is applied to VL5000, front PWR LED turns on and start the system
initialization. If the system's BOOT LED starts blinking for about one minute, the
boot is complete and the system is ready for use.
Note: If phone line is connected to the FXO board, verify that the connected port
LED is turned on and if it is not turned on, check the line.
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2. Service Overview
The VL5000 connects incoming calls through an external line to a user through
various services, or performs the ability of outgoing call by applying user's dial plan
suit the user's external calling requests. In addition, it provides various convenient
and efficient communication functions by connecting various services to incoming
and outgoing calls through external line.
This chapter describes these overall service flows and user management.

Service Configuration
The Web Manager's [Basic Menu] has six main sub-menus:
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

In [User] menu, add, modify and delete users who use the service of VL5000
system.
In the [Group] menu, four types of groups such as incoming / outgoing / pickup / intercom are separately set and managed.
In the [Dial Plan] menu, set the dialing rules for each outgoing group.
The [Profile] menu manages the profiles that specify the functions and dial plans
to be used for each user.
In the [Line Settings] menu, set up the recipients to be assigned to each line.
In the [VSP Connection Settings] menu, set the service account assigned by
the provider providing VoIP service.
Figure 2-1 graphically illustrates the relationship between these settings.

Figure 2 -1. 6 sub-menus Correlation

Before you set the user, you must set the profile which will be applied to user. In
order to set the profile, outgoing group must be defined.
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SIP service component
Since the SIP server of VL5000 complies with the SIP standard, it can be used in
conjunction with terminals that meet the SIP standard. Therefore, you should
understand the following SIP service components correctly before you start the
following setup.
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

User Agent Client (UAC): An application program or terminal that performs SIP
request transmission. It is responsible for active actions such as creation and
termination of call.
User Agent Server (UAS): An application program or terminal that receives a SIP
request from UAC. It is responsible for passive actions such as accepts calls,
rejects calls, and so on. The terminating systems included in the UA are SIP
phones and GW (Gateway) and so on.
Proxy Server: Application layer router that forwards various SIP request /
response messages from the UA directly to the next node.
Redirect Server: A server that indicates the location of another SIP server or UA
where the user corresponding to the received message exists.
Registration server: A server that registers users and manages them.
Location Service: A service to record the location of users belonging to a domain.
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3. Web Manager
The VL5000 can be managed by a user-friendly web interface. Please clearly
understand the usage environment such as WAN / LAN environment, subscriber's
internal phone environment, etc. start the system setup with the web manager.
The VL5000's factory default LAN port IP address is set to '192.168.1.10' and the
subnet mask is set to '255.255.255.0'. The system administrator's ID is ‘admin’ and
password is ‘admin’. The system administrator must change the ID and password
after first access to prevent unauthorized access to the system.
Note: If it doesn’t work suddenly while working with the Web Manager, it is likely not
a system problem, but a problem with your web browser or Flash Player. To work
normally, close the web browser and connect again.

Setting IP address of PC
Change IP address of the PC to connect to web manager of VL5000. The IP
address should have same subnet as 192.168.1.0/24 (for example, 192.168.1.100)
which is basic set in LAN port of VL5000. After changing, connect the cable, which
the end of it is connected to the LAN port of VL5000, to the PC.
Here's how to change your PC's IP address: (If the OS of PC is Windows)
Go to [Start] / [Settings] / [Control Panel] / [Network Connections].
Network name in [Ethernet], click the right mouse button (option select button) to
select the ‘Properties’ item.

Figure 3-1. Ethernet
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On [Ethernet Properties], select [Internet Protocol (TCP / IP)] and click the
‘Properties’ button.

Figure 3-2. Ethernet properties

In the [Internet Protocol (TCP / IP) Properties] window, select [Use the following IP
address], and enter the predetermined IP address and subnet mask, and click the
OK button.

Figure 3-3. IP address setting
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Web Manager Login
Open a web browser and input 'http://192.168.1.10' in the address bar.
In the Login pop-up, enter 'admin' as the user name (ID) and 'admin' as the
password (password). And click the login button.

Figure 3-4. Web manager login

Web Manager Logout
There are two ways to log out the Web Manager.
The first way is to close the web browser itself.
The second way is to press the "x" mark button at the right end of the top of the
web manager.

Figure 3-5. Web manager logout

Web Manager Menu Tree
The web manager screen of VL5000 consists of main menu tab, sub menu tab,
menu screen, and save menu tab.
When the system administrator selects the main menu or the sub menu, the setting
contents are displayed in the menu screen. Enter the values and press the ‘Save'
button to apply them to the system.
The main and sub menus of Web Manager are as follows.

Figure 3-1. Web manager menu tree
Main Menu
Status

Sub-menu
System
Network
Event
Active phones
DHCP IP
Statistics
Monitor

Descriptions
Overall system status information
Network status information of system
System Event Log
Available IP Phone status registered on the system (SIP
Registration)
Displays DHCP client IP list.
System statistics information
System status monitoring Information
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Call Log

Current
Log
Call length per day
Call length per phone
number
CDR
CDR Config
Record
Basic setting
Profile
User
Group
Line
VSP
Dialplan
Feature code
Organization
Advanced Settings SIP
PBX
Mail
Conference
IVR
RAA
Inbound Dialplan
Phonebook
Emergency No.
Outbound Reject
System

Security

Maintenance

Auto Provision

Hotel

Network
Music files
Time
Administrator
Administrator Authority
SNMP
QoS / Port Fwd.
Monitor
Record
Internal NAS
Security Config
DDOS
ACL
SIP ACL
VPN
Reboot
Factory Default
Backup/Restore
S/W upgrade
License
Phone Profile
IP phone S/W
Management
Wake-up call
PMS Settings

Current call information
Call log for incoming/outgoing calls
Daily cumulative call log information
Cumulative call log information by number
Call Data Record information
Call Data Record setting
Recorded file list information
Manage profiles for users
User management and settings
Group management and settings
FXO (PSTN Line) and FXS (Analog Phone) settings
Setting about VoIP Service Provider
Dial plan settings
Added function code settings
Department Management settings
SIP related setting
PBX Interworking setting
Mail-related settings
Conference call-related settings
Interactive Voice Response settings
Remote Access Authentication Settings
Inbound dial plan settings
Phonebook Settings
Emergency call settings
Allow / limit function of external call received from
extension phone
System network settings
MOH, MOR sound file setting
System time setting
System administrator settings
System administrator privilege group settings
SNMP settings
QoS and Port Forward-Related Settings
System Monitoring Related Settings
Recording-related settings
Embedded NAS card setting
Security-related settings
DDoS Protection Settings
Access Control List settings
Set ACL by user agent
Virtual Private Network Settings
System restart
Restore to factory settings status
Backup and restore system settings
System software upgrade
Set the license for the maximum number of users and
other function.
Profile management to be applied to auto provision
Software management to be applied to upgrade software
Wake-up call function
PMS Configurations (Need a PMS license)
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4. Status
The [Status] menu allows you to check the overall status of the system, including
the network status of the VL5000, system event log, available extension terminal,
statistics about system resource usage, and system monitoring information.

[Status] / [System]
The [Status] / [System] menu allows you to briefly check the overall status of
system / network / user / call / line / VSP and so on.

Figure 4-1. [Status] / [System] menu

■

System Status

Table 4 – 1. <System Status> display items
Items
MAC Address
Major S/W version

Display contents
WAN interface ethernet MAC
Major S/W version and build-time

Minor S/W version

Minor S/W version and build-time

Memory

System memory capacity

Disk capacity

System disk capacity

Remarks
Version of the software
currently running
Version of S/W before
Upgrade
In parentheses is the amount
of memory remaining
In parentheses is the
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remaining disk capacity
CPU load
System operating
Time
■

Current CPU utilization
Elapsed time since boot completion
Network Status

Table 4 – 2. <Network Status> display items
Items
Port
Link
Speed
Duplex
RX/TX

Display contents
Ethernet connection port
Port Physical link status
Link speed
Network transmission Classification
RX / TX transmission byte by Ethernet
Port

■

Possible values
LAN, WAN
Up, Down
100Mbps, 1Gbps
Full duplex, half duplex
Byte unit

User Status

Table 4 - 3. <User status> display items
Items
Total users
Available users

■

Display contents
The total number of users registered in
the [Basic] / [User] menu
Number of extension IP phones
which is SIP registered

Remarks

Call Status

Table 4 - 4. <Call Status> display items
Items
Current calls

■

Display contents
Number of calls currently on call

Remarks

Line Status (FXO)

Table 4 - 5. <FXO> display items
Items
Slot / port
Slot status
Line status
Hook status
RX Gain
TX Gain
Echo cancel
PSTN No.
Mode

Display contents
Slot / port number for each FXO port
The state of the slot in which the board
is inserted
PSTN Line Connected, not connected
on-hook, off-hook
RX Gain value
TX Gain value
Echo cancellation type of FXO port
PSTN number assigned to FXO
Whether the port can used

Remarks

Unit: dB
Unit: dB
Value set by administrator
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■

Line Status (E1 PRI)

표 4 - 6. <E1 PRI> display item

Items
Slot/Port
Slot status
Line status
PCM
Framing
Line coding
Clock
OP Mode

■

Display contents
Slot / port number for each FXO port
The state of the slot in which the board
is inserted
E1 Line Status
PCM Codec value
Frame error check
Line coding method
Clock mode
Operations Mode

Remarks

Connected or not connected
A-law/u-law
CRC4 or No CRC4(FAS)
HDB3/AMI
Master/Slave
User/Network

VSP status

Table 4 - 7. <VSP status> display items
Items
Name
Registrar
ID
Reception
Status

Display contents
Name representing the VSP line (Named by the administrator)
VSP's SIP registrar IP
ID given from VSP (for example, IP telephony number)
A Reception type to receive an incoming call from the VSP (eg, user,
group, IVR, etc.)
Whether the account is normally registered to the VSP (SIP Register)
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[Status] / [Network]
You can check the current setting values of network related items such as WAN /
LAN / DNS in [Status] / [Network] menu.

Figure 4 – 2. [Status] / [Network] Menu

■

WAN

Table 4 - 8. <WAN> display items
Items
IPv4 address
IPv4 Subnet Mask
Gateway

■

Display contents
IP address (Version 4)
IP address (Version 4)
IPv4 Subnet Mask
IP address of Default gateway

LAN

Table 4 - 9. <LAN> display items
Items
IPv4 address
IPv4 Subnet Mask

■

Display contents
IP address (Version 4)
IPv4 Subnet Mask

DNS

표 4 - 10. <DNS> display items
Items
Primary Server
Secondary Server

Display contents
Primary Domain Name Server Address
Secondary Domain Name Server Address
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[Status] / [Event]
In the [Status] / [Event] menu, you can check various event logs generated while
operating VL5000.
The saved event log is limited to a total of 3000 events that can be displayed on the
screen on page 150. If an event exceeds this limit, the old event is automatically
deleted and the new event is saved.

Figure 4 – 3. [Status] / [Event] Menu

■

Event

Table 4 – 11. Event level
Level
all
Notice
Warning
Error
Critical
DDOS

Display contents
Event logs at all levels
State change and change IP-PBX setting etc.
Incorrect attempts during system operation etc.
Problems during system operation etc.
Critical problems during system operation etc.
DDOS packet DROP event display
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[Status] / [Active Phones]
In [Status] / [Available Phones] menu, you can check the list of IP phones
registered in VL5000. In here, the SIP registration indicates that the IP phone is
normally registered to the VL5000 at the SIP protocol level and is ready for call
processing.

Figure 4 – 4. [Status] / [Active Phones] Menu

■

List of Active phones

Table 4 – 12. <List of Active phones>Display Items
Items
Extension
Name
IP address
Reset

Display contents
Extension number of the corresponding IP
phone
Display name of the IP phone user
IP address of the IP phone
Update the setting information of the IP
phone auto provisioning

Remarks

Use on Provisioning

Note: IP phones registered with VL5000 can be configured via Web Manager. The IP
address displayed here is linked to the web management screen of the telephone. If
you click the IP address, the web management screen of the selected IP telephone
is displayed in a new window. The administrator can conveniently manage the IP
phones connected to the VL5000 using this function.
The IP phones of VoLans.co.Ltd registered in VL5000, allows you to control your
setting via web manager. The IP address shown here is linked to the web
management screen of the phone. When you click the IP address, the web
management will be shown in the new window screen. Thanks to this function,
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administrators can conveniently manage the IP telephone which is connected to
VL5000. The Web setting port of the IP phone can be set in the [System Settings] /
[QoS / Port Forward] menu.
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[Status] / [DHCP IP]
Displays the list of DHCP client IP addresses received from IP-PBX (DHCP server).

Figure 4 – 5. [Status] / [DHCP IP] Menu

■

DHCP IP Lists

Table 4 – 13. < DHCP IP >Display Items
Items
IP address
Extension
MAC address
Host name

Display contents
Assigned DHCP IP address
Extension number of the IP phone
MAC address of the terminal assigned the
DHCP IP
Host name of the terminal to which the IP
is assigned

Remarks
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[Status] / [Statistics]
In the [Status] / [Statistics] menu, you can check accumulated statistics about
CPU utilization, memory usage rate, and system internal temperature. Statistics data
are collected average data during 10 minutes.
Press the Clear button at the bottom right of the screen to delete all statistical data.

Figure 4 – 6. [Status] / [Statistics] Menu

■

Statistics

Table 4 – 14. <Statistics>Display Items

Items
Time
CPU load (%)
Memory

Display contents
Statistical data recorded time
CPU utilization
Memory utilization
Note: In order to generate statistical data, the monitor function must be set to
'Enable (Monitor)' in the [System Settings] / [Monitor] menu.
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[Status] / [Monitor]
[Status] / [Monitor] menu displays the monitoring results for the enabled items in
the [System setting] / [Monitor] menu.
Pressing the ‘Start’ button at the bottom right of the screen will automatically
update the screen in 10-seconds. And press the ‘Stop’ button to stop automatic
updating of the screen.

Figure 4 – 7. [Status] / [Monitor] Menu

■

System

Table 4 – 15. <System>Display Items
Items
System
Value
Alarm status

■

contents
Item to monitor
Current monitoring result value for this
item
Alarm occurrence status display (Y, N)

Remarks

To operate alarm function,
[System] / [Monitor] alarm is
checked before.

Network link

Table 4 – 16. < Network link >Display Items
Items
Port
Link
Alarm status

Display contents
Ethernet port type
Ethernet link status
Alarm occurrence status display
(Y, N)

Remarks
Up/Down
To operate alarm function,
[System] / [Monitor] alarm is
checked before.
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■

Current call

Table 4 – 17. <Current calls>Display Items
Items
Current Call
Number

■

Display contents
Number of calls currently in use

Process

Table 4 – 18. <Process> Display Items
Items
Process
CPU load (%)
Memory (%)
Alarm status

Display contents
Process name to monitor
CPU utilization of the process
Memory utilization of the process
Alarm occurrence status display (Y, N)

Remarks

To operate alarm function,
[System] / [Monitor] alarm is
checked before.
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5. Call Log
The [Call Log] menu allows you to check and manage call log.

[Call Log] / [Current]
In the [Call Log] / [Current l] menu, you can check the status of the current call.

Figure 5 – 1. [Call Log/[Current] Menu

■

Current call list

Table 5 – 1. <Current Calls List> Display Contents
Items
Caller
Recipient
Start
Duration
Service
Call status
Channel type

Display contents
Caller's phone number
Recipient’s phone number
Call start time
Call duration
Services in use
Current state of call
Channel type

Remarks

Call duration after connect a call
Dial/Pickup/Transfer/Parking/IVR, etc.
Success/Busy/Failed/Not Answered, etc.
EXT / USER: Extension
VSP: Channel connected through VSP
FXO: Channel connected through FXO
PBX: Channel connected through linked
PBX
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[Call Log] / [Log]
You can check the call history in the [Call Log] / [Log] menu.
You can also search by specific number, incoming/outgoing call distinction and
dates by date. Up to 10,000 copies of call log can be stored.

Figure 5 - 2. [Call Log] / [Log] Menu

If you want to initialize the search conditions, you can reset it by pressing the
‘Refresh’ button at the bottom right corner of the screen.
■

Call Logs

Table 5 - 2. <Call Logs> Display Items
Items
Caller
Recipient
Start
Call duration
Service
Status
Channel type

Display contents
Caller's phone number
Recipient’s phone number
Call start time
After answered call
duration time
Service in use
state of the call
Channel type

Remarks

Dial/PickUp/Transfer/Parking/IVR, etc.
Success/Busy/Failed/Not Answered, etc.
EXT / USER: Extension
VSP: Channel connected through VSP
FXO: Channel connected through FXO
PBX: Channel connected through linked
PBX
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[Call Log] / [Call length per day]
The [Call Log] / [Call length per day] menu provides daily statistics on the call log
by the date, the number of calls received, the call duration, the number of outgoing
calls, the duration of outgoing calls, the total number of calls, and the total call
duration. In this menu, you can search by specific numbers and dates. (Only
incoming and outgoing calls are displayed)

Figure 5 - 3. [Call Log] / [Call length per day] Menu

■

Daily Cumulative Call Duration

Table 5 - 3. <Daily Cumulative Call Length> Display item
Items
Date
In. Count
In. Length
Out. Count
Outgoing Length
Total Count
Total Length

Display contents
Date
Number of Incoming Calls
Incoming Call Duration
Number of Outgoing Calls
Outgoing Call Duration
Total number of Calls per
day
Total Call Duration per
Day

Remarks
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[Call Log] / [Call Length Per Phone Number]
The [Call Log] / [Call Duration by Number] menu provides statistics on call log by
number. It displays the phone number, the number of calls received, the call
duration, the number of outgoing calls, the duration of outgoing calls, the total
number of calls, and the total call duration. In this menu, you can search by
specific numbers and dates. (The number of calls between extensions is also
displayed)

Figure 5 - 4. [Call Log] / [Call Length Per Phone Number] Menu

■

Call Length Per Phone Number

Table 5 - 4. < Call Length Per Phone Number > Display Items
Items
Phone No.
In. Count
In. Length
Out. Count
Out. Length
Total Count
Total Length

Display contents
Extension Number
Number of Incoming Calls
Incoming Call Duration
Number of Outgoing Calls
Outgoing Call Duration
Total Calls per Number
Total Call Duration per
Number

Remarks
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[Call Log] / [CDR]
If you set to save the CDR in the [Call Log] / [CDR] menu, the call log is saved in
the CSV file format. The [Call Log] / [CDR] menu lets you confirm the saved CSV
file list. And when you click File name, you can also download and save CSV file.

Figure 5 - 5. [Call Log] / [CDR] Menu

■

CDR

Table 5 - 5. <CDR> Display Items
Items
CSV file name
Size
Time
All

Display Contents
CSV file name
CSV file size
CSV file creation time
Individual or delete all

Remark
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[Call Log] / [CDR Config]
In the [CallHistoryl] / [CDR Config] menu, you can set the required setting to save
the CDR as a CSV file.

Figure 5 - 6. [Call Log] / [CDR Config] Menu

CDR Config

■
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Backup time: Back up CDR to CSV file only once a day. Specify the execution
time. (Based on 24hours)
Maximum backup files: Specify the maximum number of CSV files to generate.
Since CDR backups are performed only once a day at a specified time,
specifying the maximum number of backup files is equivalent to specifying a
maximum number of days for CDR backups. The maximum value you can set is
90, so you can store up to 90 days of CDR data. If you set this value to 0, it
means that you do not want to perform CDR backup.
CSV file format: Set the format for storing CDR Data in CSV file.
Use Internal NAS: Send the CDR file to the Internal NAS Disk.
FTP transfer: Send the CDR file to the configured FTP server.
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[Call Log] / [Record]
In [Call Log] / [Recording] menu, you can check the recording history and manage
the recording file. You can download the recorded WAV file by clicking it.

Figure 5 - 7. [Call Log] / [Record] menu

■

Record

Table 5 - 6. <Record List> Display Items
Items
Recorder
Caller
Recipient
start
Record

Display Contents
The user who initiated the
recording
Caller number
Recipient number
Recording start time
Recording file name

All

Individual or delete all

Remarks

Download WAV file download when
Clicked "wav"
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6. Basic Settings
The [Basic] menu is used to make basic settings for using the call service through
the PBX, such as profile, user, group, and dial plan.

[Basic] / [Profile]
The [Basic] / [Profile] menu is used to manage profiles. Profile is a concept that
connects users registered in VL5000 to dial plans and various services. For
example, if the profile is set up to use dial plans and voice mail function to route
calls externally through VSP, anyone using this profile will be able to make calls to
outside and use the voice mail function through the VSP.

Create profile
The VL5000 provides ‘Default_profile’ by default. However, you can add new
profiles if you need different combinations of services and dial plans.
Select [Basic] / [Profile] menu.

Figure 6 - 1. [Basic] / [Profile] Menu

To add a profile, click the ‘Add’ button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the Profile Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each item.

Figure 6 – 2. Add Profile

Profile settings

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Name: Enter the name of the profile you want to add.
Dial Plan: Select the dial plans you want to use.
Basic Add-on: Select whether to use the default add-on.
Conference Call: Select whether to use the conference call function.
Voice Mail: Select whether or not to use the voice mailbox function.
(Operates only when the default add-on is "Yes")
Parking: Select whether to use the call parking function.
Call forward: Select whether or not to use call forwarding function.
(Operates only when the default add-on is "Yes")
Intercom: Select whether to use the intercom function.
Three-way: Select whether to use the 3-way calling function of the analog
phone connected to FXS. The 3-way call function of FXS terminal operates when
hook flash is pressed in two calls is connected to one FXS terminal. However,
this option only works if it is set to yes.
Note that hook flash of FXS terminal operates as follows according to whether
3-way calling function is used or not.

When using the 3-way call function - It operates as a 3-way call.


⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫

When 3-way call function is not used - It operates as hold function.

Direct FXO: Press the DSS button of Moimstone IP-Phone switcher to set the
FXO port. This function allows you to use the line directly.
The SW of the IP-Phone must provide the function.
Night mode: Select whether to use the night mode function.
Virtual CID No: Enter the number to be used as a virtual caller ID. When a number
is set for this item, the sender’s number will display the number set here when
users using this profile to make an outgoing call.
(Virtual Caller ID display Priority: Extension DOD Number> Profile Virtual Caller
ID > VSP Virtual Caller ID)
E1 DOD No.: When outgoing call send through E1, CID number is using this
parameter under this profile users.
Head office PBX: When the head office connects to the branch office, it
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specifies the configurated PBX group.
Head office dial pattern: When the head office connects to the branch office, it
specifies the dial pattern.
Head office dial format: When the head office connects to the branch office, it
specifies the dial format.

⚫
⚫

Press the ‘Save’ button once the input is complete.

Change Profile
Select [Basic] / [Profile] menu.
Click the name of the profile you want to change.
In the Profile Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items you want
to change.
Press the ‘Save’ button once the input is complete.

Delete Profile
Select [Basic] / [Profile] menu.
Confirm the profile you want to delete and press "X" at the right end.
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[Basic] / [User]
In this menu, you can set user preferences who are using extension phones linked
to VL5000.

Figure 6 - 3. [Basic] / [User] Menu

Search User
Select [Basic] / [User] menu.
You can search by separating users with extension numbers, names, and profile.

Add User
Users can communicate with each other via their extensions, and can also
communicate with the outside via PSTN, VSP, or PBX connections.
There are two ways to add users to the system: A single addition and multiadditional.

Add Single User
Select [Basic] / [User] menu.
To add a single user, click the ‘Add’ button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the User Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each item.
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Figure 6 - 4. Adding Single User

User Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫

Pickup Group: Select pickup group for extension.
Extension number: Enter the extension number.
DID number: DID stands for Direct Inward Dialing, which means the direct dial
number used for reception. Therefore, the VSP must provide the corresponding
service. And if the service is provided by the VSP, enter the DID that assigned
per user as a value for this item. (No duplicate input.)
DOD number: DOD stands for Direct Outward Dialing, which means the direct
dial number used when making a call. Therefore, the VSP must provide the
corresponding service. And if the service is provided by the VSP, enter the DOD
that assigned per user as a value for this item.
E1 DID number: DID number receive through E1 interface.
E1 DOD number: DOD number send through E1 interface.
Virtual CID number: Virtual CID number send through VSP.
CDR ID: Enter the billing number for each extension user when using individual
billing.
Anonymous CID: Set whether to restrict caller ID display function. If this item is
enabled, the recipients will not know the caller ID when the user dials out via the
VSP.
WAN Registration: WAN registration is registered only by ID / Password
regardless of ACL approval (WAN IP registration).
None
UDP, TCP, or TLS: Allow all SIP packets.
UDP: Allow only UDP SIP packets.
TCP: Allow only TCP SIP packets.
TLS: Allow only TLS SIP packets.
Name: Enter the name of the user. In case of between extension users call, it is
used as ‘display name’ on the other person's phone.
E-mail: When a voice message is left to the user, the VL5000 can send an email with the voice message attached as a WAV file to the user. In this case,
enter the e-mail account to receive the e-mail. (See [Advanced Settings] / [Mail]
menu)
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⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Authentication ID: Enter the authentication ID of the user. For example, a
Moimstone phone, it is same as an authentication name. If you do not have an
authentication ID, the phone will enter the extension number as the
authentication name. (Automatic creation can be possible)
Password: Enter the password to use for SIP register. It is recommended that
passwords be set to be as irregular and easily unpredictable as possible to avoid
security problems. The password you set here must be set the same on the
user's IP phone so that the IP phone can be SIP registered normally on the
VL5000.
Confirm password: Re-enter the password.
V.M password: Enter the password to be used when connecting to the voice
mailbox.
Organization: Select the organization name of user to belong.
Bell Time: When receiving, phone will only ring for the time set in this item.
DTMF mode: Select the DTMF mode to be used. The value set here must be set
equally on the web administration screen of the IP Phone.
Profile: Select the profile to be used by the user.
Language: Select user language.
SIPS / SRTP: Set whether to use SIPS / SRTP with enhanced security for SIP
signaling and RTP media.
Record All Calls: Select the recording type of the user. (Recording of system
setting has a higher priority.)
FAX: When you use a recording, Fax is used to avoid premium service impact.
Mini CRM:
WEB Password: Enter the extension user Web access password.
Confirm WEB Password: Re-enter WEB Password.
User Provision

■

When you want to set up your IP phone automatically, enter the appropriate values
in the fields below.
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

Provision Profile: Select the profile to be applied to the IP phone. (Refer [Auto
Provision] / [Phone Profile] menu)
Phone model: Select your IP phone model. (Refer [Auto Provision] / [ Phone
Software Management] menu)
MAC Address: Enter the MAC address of the user's IP phone.
If you click "Select" button, IP list screen registered in DHCP IP
will pop up. And then select the Mac address of the phone you
want to use.
Setting IP address

DHCP: Select this item when you receive the IP address of your IP
phone via DHCP.


Static IP: Select this item to directly enter the IP address of the
user's IP phone.
-IP Address: Enter the IP address.
-Subnet Mask: Enter the subnet mask.
-Default Router: Enter the address of the default router.

Phone BLF key

■

⚫

Set when using BROADWORKS method among BLF methods.
Expand: Enter the extension number by BLF number directly or click the ‘select’
button to apply the BLF profile that you created previously.
Call Forwarding

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Forwarding Reject: If you want to reject the call, enable it.
Always: Enter the number to forward transition unconditionally.
Busy: If you are in a call, enter the number you want to forward to.
No answer: If you did not answer the call within the time set in the above-
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mentioned Bell Time item, enter the number you want to forward to.
Error: In case of failure, enter the number to forward.
Time based: Enter the number to forward by the time zone.

⚫
⚫

Reject list

■

Use Reject List: Enter the number you want to reject from the extension.

⚫

User Music

■

On hold: Select the Hold Music.
On Ringback: Select ringtone music.
Time based: Set up ringtone music by time zone.

⚫
⚫
⚫

User location

■

Branch office PBX: If the extension user is a branch office PBX user, the call is
connected to the branch office PBX when there is no IP phone registered in the
extension.

⚫

Multi Poking

■

Multi-Poking PBX: When a call is input into the corresponding extension, the
registered IP phone and the application linked to the FMS (Fixed Mobile
Substitution) ring simultaneously.

⚫

Press the Save button once the input is complete.

Add Multiple Users
The VL5000 provides the function to add multiple users at once.
Select [Basic] / [User] menu.
To add multiple users at once, click the Multi-add button at the bottom right of the
screen.
In Multi User Add pop-up, click "Example CSV File".

Figure 6 - 5. Add Multiple Users - 1st step: Input

1)

Edit the downloaded Excel file.

2)

Upload the edited Excel file by clicking "Upload" button.
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3)

Save. If the DID number is duplicated, it will not be upload.

Change User
Select [Basic] / [User] menu.
Click the extension number of the user you want to change.
In the User pop-up, enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
Press the Save button after the input is done.

Delete User
Select [Basic Settings] / [User] menu.
Select the checkbox to the right of the user you want to delete and then click the
Delete button at the bottom right of the screen.
Click ‘All’ in the top right corner to select all users that appear on the current page.
In that state, you can delete multiple users at once by pressing the ‘Delete’ button at
the bottom right of the screen.
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[Basic] / [Group]
The VL5000 provides the following four types of group concept and manages it
through [Basic settings] / [Group settings] menu.
Receiving group: This is the group for receiving.
Outgoing group: This group is a group of lines (VSP / FXO / PBX/ PRI) to be
used when making a call.
Call Pickup Group: This group is a collection of users who will use Call Pickup
function.
Intercom group: If you are in the same intercom group, you can connect to the
entire group member and the intercom via the set extension.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Figure 6 - 6. [Basic] / [Group] Menu

Search Group
Select [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Select the appropriate group type and search by group name

Add Group
Add Incoming Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen to pop up the group setting
pop-up.
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Figure 6 – 7. Adding the Incoming Group

Enter the appropriate group name in Name field and select Receive in Type field to
activate ring policy, extension number, and DID number entry. In the ring policy item,
select the desired ring policy and enter the extension number to be given to the
recipient group in the extension number field. Enter the DID number to be assigned
to the group in the DID number field.
Click the Save button to add the receiving group.

Add Outgoing Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen to pop up the group setting
pop-up.

Figure 6 - 8. Add Outgoing Group

If you enter the appropriate group name in the Name field and select “Outgoing” from
the Type field, the “Dial Type” item is activated. Choose the appropriate one among
the three dialing policies.
Click the Save button to add the outgoing group.

Add Pickup Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen to pop up the group setting
pop-up.

Figure 6 – 9. Adding the Pickup Group

In Name field, enter the appropriate group name and select Pickup in Type field.
Pressing the Save button will add pickup group.
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Add Intercom Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen to pop up the group setting
pop-up.

Figure 6 - 10. Adding an Intercom Group

If you enter the appropriate group name in Name field and select Intercom in Type
field, the Extension entry is activated. In the Extension Number entry, enter the
extension number that you want to assign to the intercom group.
Press the Save button to add an intercom group.

Change Group
Change the Incoming Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.

Figure 6 - 11. Changing the Incoming Group

Group Config

■
⚫

Ring Type: This item is used to set how to connect the call to group members
when receiving. Possible values are as follows:
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⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫



Hunt (Sequential): When receiving a call. Select a line in the waiting
state in the member registration order and receive. However, always
try to receive from the first member.



Circular Hunt: When receiving a call, it selects a line in the waiting
state according to the registration order of members and receives it.
However, it remembers the member who was in the last call and tries
to receive it from the next member.



Ring-All: Upon reception, all members in the group’s bell will ring,
and when one member receives, the other member’s bell stops
ringing.



Random: Attempts to connect randomly to members in the group
upon receiving.



Ring-All (call forward enabled): If call forwarding is set for one of the
receiving group members, rest of the member’s bell will not ring and
the call is routed to the forwarding number of the member who set
up the forwarding. If call forwarding is not set, it is the same as
concurrent call forwarding.



Applying the call forwarding function of the receiving group member
applies only to "Basic -> User"

Extension: This is an item to set the extension number assigned to the receiving
group. When you dial this extension number, the call is routed to the group
members according to the ring policy set above. (It cannot be duplicated with
the user extension preset in the system)
DID number: This item sets the DID number assigned to the receiving group. If
the caller attempts to call the number set in this item through VSP which supports
SIP connection, the call is connected to this group. (DID number preset in the
system cannot be duplicated)
Music on Ringback: This is the item that sets the call ring tone that you hear
from the sender when you call this group. You can select one of the call ring
tones set in the [System] / [Music File] menu.
Use voice guidance: You can use voice guidance about the extension call of the
receiving group. (Guidance setting Location: "Advanced -> IVR", Expand IVR
Basic WAV Files)
Max retry: When all the receiving group members are busy or unresponsive, it is
the part that sets the group's incoming attempt. (‘0’ means infinite attempts.)
Member Config

■

For receiving groups, the membership may be the only user. Select the
extension number of the user (s) you want to set as a group member, and
then press the ‘Add’ button next to the combo box. When you want to
delete a member, press "X" on the right side of the membership name.
Call Forwarding

■

Set the number to forward in the following cases:
Always: Enter the number to forward transition unconditionally.
During call: If all members of group are in a call, enter the number you want to
forward to.
⚫
No answer: If all members of group are in non-response, enter the number you
want to forward to.
⚫
Error: In case of network failure, enter the number to forward.
⚫
By Time zone: Enter the number to forward by the time zone.
⚫
⚫

Press the ‘Update’ button once the input is complete.
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Change Outgoing Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.

Figure 6 - 12. Changing the Outgoing Group

Group Config

■
⚫

■

Dial Type

Linear: When making an outgoing call, the Linear Dial Type makes a
call in the order of registration members. Try to make the call through
the first member.


Circular: When making an outgoing call, the Circular Dial Type
remembers the member who made the previous call and then tries to
make a call through the next member.



User Reception VSP: User send through VSP that was received last
time. In [Basic] / [VSP] menu, set the receiving classification item
of VSP to user. If you select a specific user for the Receive Name
entry, the call that comes through that VSP will be directed to that
particular user only. In that state, if the VSP is added as a member to
outgoing group, the call will go out through the corresponding VSP
when the specific user makes the outgoing call. For VSP that do not
support SIP connectivity, VL5000 has implemented a kind of
DID/DOD concept.

Member Config
For outgoing groups, members can be FXO / VSP / PBX / E1. Select FXO / VSP/
PBX / E1 to be set as a group member and press the Add button next to the combo
box. To remove a member, press "X” to the right of the member name.
Press the ‘Update’ button once the input is complete.
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Change Pickup Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.

Figure 6 - 13. Changing the Pickup Group

■

Member Config
For a pickup group, the member can only be a user. Select the extension number of
the user(s) you want to set as a group member, and then press the Add button next
to the combo box. To delete a member, press "X" to the right of the member name.
The pickup function works only between users belonging to the same pickup group.
If user a, b, and c belong to pickup group ‘EXAMPLE1’ except user d, user a can pick
up call when b is ringing. But user d cannot pick up this call.
Press the ‘Update’ button once the input is complete.
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Change Intercom Group
Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.

Figure 6 - 14. Intercom Group Change

Group Config

■

Extension: This item sets the number of extensions that you grant to this group.
If you dial with this extension number, the group intercom will be connected.

⚫

■

Member Config
For an intercom group, user can only be a member. Select the extension number of
the user (s) you want to set as a group member, and then press the Add button next
to the combo box. To delete a member, press "X" to the right of the member name.
Press the ‘Update’ button once the input is complete.

■

Phone settings
Ex) Moimstone Phone's Call Setting -> You must check the "Auto Answer" of the
remote settings item in the service settings.

■

Reference to use the Moimstone Phone
If the call waiting function is set to YES, intercom function will not operate properly.

Delete Group
To delete a group, you must delete group members first. Delete the group after
deleting all the members of that group.
This process applies same to all group types.
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Select the [Basic] / [Group] menu.
Select the group you want to delete.
Click the "X" in the Member Config to delete all members of the group, and then click
the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.

Figure 6 - 15. Delete group - 1st step: Delete Member

Select the group you want to delete. Then press the Delete button at the bottom right
of the screen to delete the group.

Figure 6 - 16. Delete group - 2nd step: Delete Group
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[Basic] / [Line]
The Line Settings menu is for managing the FXO / FXS / E1 ports of the VL5000.

Change Line Settings
Select the [Basic] / [Line] menu.

Figure 6 - 17. [Basic] / [Line] Menu
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Change FXO Settings
Select the [Basic] / [Line] menu.
If you press the slot / port number, FXO setting pop-up appears; you can check and
modify setting value in here.

Figure 6 - 18. FXO Settings

FXO Config

■
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

PSTN number: Enter the phone number assigned to the line which is connected
to this port.
This item is for administrator's convenience only. It does not affect the operation
within the system.
Mode: Select whether to use this port.
Hook status: Check the idle mode of the hook for each country environments.
RX Gain: Set the volume of the sound coming from the line to the VL5000.
TX Gain: Set the volume of sound that goes out from the VL5000 to the line.
CID RX Gain: Set the standard gain value to recognize the CID when you receive
CID (Caller ID).
CID type: It determines the CID type. Telcordia is set for Korea (Korea), ETSI for
Europe, SIN 227 for UK, and NTT for Japan.
Echo Cancellation: Echo is a phenomenon that what you say is heard back to
you when you talk in call. There are Type 1 and Type 2 (ES) methods to remove
the Echo.

Type 1 - Common methods for elimination of echo-removal
processes.


Type 2 (ES) - Echo cancellation with added echo suppressor
improves echo cancellation performance, but reduces echo
cancellation at Double-Talk (when both parties speak
simultaneously).
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⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫

VAD / CNG: Check this when using Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and Comfort
Noise Generation (CNG). Please refer to the glossary provided in this document.
Area code: Enter the area code that will be inserted automatically when calling
number is added.
Prefix: Specify the number to be inserted automatically when calling number is
added.
Reception Type: Set the reception method according to the purpose of use
among user / group / IVR / PBX / VSP.
Reception Name: Select the recipient's name corresponding to the set Receiving
Type.
Distinctive Ring Header: This is a SIP header used when setting ring of bell
differently for calls coming in via the FXO line. Enter one of the 10 ringtones
from "Alert-Info: http://127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr1"
to "Alert-Info: http://127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr10".
COUNTRY: In order to the VL2000 to detect the tone of the call disconnection
commonly used in the country where it is installed, the corresponding country
must be set up in this item.
Language: Language for voice of guidance (Korean/English/Turkish)
Disconnect Detect Type: When the other person hangs up, PSTN informs the
end of call and FXO detects it. FXO detects the end of call by the following
method.

Link - The PSTN disconnect and reconnect the line power supply for
a short period of time.


Polarity - Sends an Inverse Polarity signal.



Both - Both use the link and polarity functions.

Custom Disconnect Tone: Set this item when a call disconnection tone is not
detected even though the corresponding country is selected in the above
Country menu. The input format is as follows.

Input format: [Loop Pause Freq1 Level1 Freq2 Level2 Freq3 Level3
Freq4 Level4 Cadence1 Paly1 Cadence2 Play2 ...]


Input example: 0 0 480 -11 620 -9 0 0 0 0 500 12 500 0



Loop: Entering 0 means that the call disconnection tone will be
played continuously. If you enter 1 or more, this means that the
number will be played as many times as the number entered.



Pause: The time that is stop at the end of the disconnected call tone
and the unit is millisecond.



Freq: Each country has a fixed frequency. Input it when you want to
change it. The unit is Hz.



Level: This level is used to detect the call disconnection tone. It
mainly uses in -9 ~ -11dB.



Cadence: This indicates the duration of the call disconnect tone.
Up to 6 can be input. The unit is millisecond.



Play: Defines how the call disconnection tone plays. Entering 0
means not playing anything for the time defined in Cadence. If you
enter something other than 0, for example, entering "12" means that
Freq1 and Freq2 will play at the same time. Inputting "x" at the end
like "12x" means that Freq1 is modulated to Freq2 and played.

Disconnect AutoConfig: Check the box if you do not know the value to input in
the Custom Disconnection Tone above. You will hear a "beep" when you dial the
telephone number assigned to this line by external call. If you hang up by
external call as soon as you hear the beep, the call disconnect tone is
automatically recorded. After that, this tone will detect whether or not the call is
disconnected.
Rec. disconnection tone: This is the disconnected tone file recorded by
selecting the auto disconnection tone setting item above.
Maximum silence time: Stop the call when the silence time occurs more than the
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set time.

Change FXS Config
Select the [Basic] / [Line] menu.
If you press the slot / port number, the FXS setting pop-up appears. You can check
and modify the setting value here.

Figure 6 - 19. FXS Config

FXS Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Extension: Select the user extension that uses this port.
Dial Timeout: Set the waiting time until the first number is pressed.
Inter Digit Timeout: Set the time limit for pressing one number and pressing the
next number.
Hook Flash Interval: If you want to put a current call on hold, you can use hook
flash (pressing and releasing hook briefly) function. Enter the interval time to
press and release the hook switch. If you press and release the hook at an
interval less than the set value, it will be recognized as a hook flash, and will be
recognized as hanging up for a large interval.
RX Gain: Set the volume of the sound coming from the line to the VL5000.
TX Gain: Set the volume of sound that goes out from the VL5000 to the line.
CID TX Gain: Set the gain value to transmit CID information to the line connected
to the corresponding port.
CID type: Please refer to the FXO setting change above.
Echo Cancellation: Please refer to the FXO setting change above.
VAD/CNG: Please refer to the FXO setting change above.
Country: Please refer to the FXO setting change above.
Dial pattern: Enter the dial pattern to be used when making a call.
If the dial pattern entered in this setting matches the dial entered on the analog
phone connected to FXS, the number is dialed as soon as the input is completed.
The number that does not match the pattern will be sent out after the time set
in the above-mentioned dial waiting time item.
The dial pattern follows regular expressions. Please refer to Appendix B. Perl
Regular Expressions for details.

Change E1 Config
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Select the [Basic] / [Line] menu.
If you press the slot / port number, the E1 setting pop-up appears. You can check
and modify the setting value here.

Figure 6 - 20. E1 Config

Line Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Slot/Port: Equipped E1 slot/port number
PCM Coding: Select voice codec type (PCMa/PCMu)
Framing Format: Insert CRC4 into E1 frame or not
Clock Source: Select master or slave clock mode

Master: When other side PBX clock mode is slave, you should set
master mode.


⚫

OP Mode

Network: When other side PBX OP mode is User, you should set
Network mode.


⚫
⚫

Slave: When other side PBX clock mode is master, you should set
slave mode.

User: When other side PBX clock mode is network, you should set
user mode.

DOD number: Set outgoing Caller ID send through E1 interface.
Distinctive Ring Header: This header is used to set different ring tones for
incoming calls through E1 line. It is changed from "Alert-Info:
http://127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr1" to "Alert-Info: http: // 127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr10 ".
Enter one of the ten ring tones.
DID Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Pattern: Receive number pattern through E1
Reception Type: Set the reception type according to the purpose of use among
Group/IVR/PBX/VSP
Reception Name: Select the recipient corresponding to the Reception Type.
CID P.: This parameter could change the received caller ID via E1 PRI. CID_P
stands for caller ID pattern.
CID F.: This parameter could change the received caller ID via E1 PRI. If the
number entered by user matches CID_P., it will be modified according to CID_F.
CID_F stands for caller ID format.

Line Reset
If you have a problem with a line card while using the VL5000, you can solve the
problem by resetting only the line card, not restarting the entire system.
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Select the [Basic] / [Line] menu.
In Figure 6-20, press the reset button at the bottom right of the screen. The following
pop-up window appears. Select the slot to be reset and press the reset button to
reset only the line card of the slot.

Figure 6-21. Select slot to reset
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[Basic] / [VSP]
VSP, VoIP Service Provider, means a business operator that provides VoIP service. In
order to be connected with external mobile communication such as network, PSTN,
VoIP, etc., it is required to receive VSP service. In order to do so, firstly you must be
registered as a subscriber to VSP. [Basic] / [VSP] is a menu to manage the service
account received from VSP.

Add VSP
Select the [Basic] / [VSP] menu.

Figure 6-22. [Basic] / [VSP] Menu

To add a VSP, click the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the VSP settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each item.
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Figure 6 – 23. VSP Add

VSP Settings

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Name: Enter a name to represent the VSP account. You only need to set this up
for easy management.
Registrar: Enter the address / port of the primary registrar server.
Proxy Server: Enter the address / port of the main proxy server.
Out Proxy Server: Enter the address / port of the main Out Proxy server.
Retry interval: If there is no response from the secondary registrar for the SIP
register sent by VL5000, SIP register will be tried again with the main registrar
after the time set in this item.
Backup Servers: Check if backup server is supported in VSP.

Registrar: Enter the address / port of the registrar server.


Proxy Server: Enter the address / port of the secondary Proxy server.



Out Proxy Server: Enter the address / port of the secondary Out
Proxy server.



Swap Interval: If there is no response from the primary registrar for
the SIP register sent by VL5000, SIP register will be tried again with
the secondary registrar after the time set in this item.



Max Swap Retry: If both the primary and secondary registrars are not
responding, an attempt is made to alternate SIP registers for the
primary / secondary registrar. Enter the maximum number of primary
/ secondary registrations.

VSP Phone number: Enter the representative (ex: 070) number received from the
VSP.
AUTH ID: If the server requires authentication, enter the ID for use.
Password: If the server requires authentication, enter the password to use.
Virtual CID No: Enter the virtual caller ID displayed on the other’s phone instead
of the 070 number received from the VSP when calling via VSP.
Dial Timeout: When the other person does not answer the call for the time set
in this item, the call is automatically canceled.
Distinctive Ring Header: This header is used to set different ring tones for
incoming calls through VSP line. It is changed from "Alert-Info:
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http://127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr1" to "Alert-Info: http: // 127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr10 ".
Enter one of the ten ring tones.
Ping Interval: If it is set to a value other than 0, SIP OPTIONS Request is
transmitted to the VSP at the set time interval.
Register Expiry: Enter the expire time of SIP header of SIP REGISTER request
that VL5000 sends to VSP.
Reception Type: Set the reception method according to the purpose of use
among user / group / IVR / PBX.
Receiving Name: Select the recipient's name corresponding to the set Receiving
Type.
DTMF mode: Select the DTMF transmission method. Set this item to match the
format supported by the VSP.
Detect Inband DTMF: Select whether or not to detect when the Inband DTMF is
received through the VSP, regardless of what value is set in the above DTMF
mode item.
SIP Connect: SIP Connect: Select "Yes" if you want to receive the account
service from the VSP as a trunk.

SIP Connect Header: Set header type that VSP supports for SIP
Connect function.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

Use Session Timer: Set whether to use the session timer for the VSP account.
Use external IP: Use the IP address set in the external IP address of [Advanced]
/ [SIP] of VSP.
Reinvite: Settings for whether to process reinvite messages.
Fix RTP interval: When RTP packet interval time is changed, this parameter will
fix interval time.
Max Concurrent Calls: Set the maximum number of concurrent calls that can be
made through this VSP accounts (no limit if '0').
Maximum Outgoing Calls: Set the maximum number of outgoing calls that can
be made through this VSP account. ('0' means no limit)
SIPS / SRTP: Set whether to use SIPS / SRTP with enhanced security for SIP
signaling and RTP media.

SRTP Cipher: Select the SRTP encryption algorithm.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Language: Select the language type to be output when an error code is received.
Main VSP: Enter the representative VSP when creating voice announcement with
DID number.

⚫
⚫

Press the Save button, when input is complete.

VSP Change
Select the [Basic] / [VSP] menu.
Click the name of the VSP account you want to change.
In the VSP settings pop-up, enter the appropriate value for the item you want to
change.
Press the Save button, when input is complete.

Delete VSP
Select the [Basic] / [VSP] menu.
Click the "X" of the VSP account you want to delete.
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[Basic] / [Dialplan]
A dial plan is a concept that enables call routing, which is the basic function of a
PBX. In the [Basic] / [Dialplan] menu, you can configure the dial plan to set the call
route by performing pattern matching on the phone numbers entered by the caller.

Add Dial Plan
Select the [Basic] / [Dialplan] menu.

Figure 6-24. [Basic] / [Dial Plan] Menu

To add a dial plan, click the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the Dial Plan Settings pop-up, enter appropriate values for each item.

Figure 6 - 25. Adding a Dial Plan

Dial plan Config

■
⚫
⚫

Name: Enter the name of the dial plan. You only need to set this for easy
management.
Pattern: Enter the pattern to apply when the pattern matching is performed for
the number entered by the caller. This item is set by using Perl regular
expressions and Perl regular expressions and examples are provided in
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⚫

⚫

⚫

Appendix B. Perl regular expression category.
Dial Format: This item is set to create a new number by inserting or removing a
new number for the number entered by the caller. See Appendix B. Perl Regular
Expression for an example.
Exclude: Set the number of digits that the caller enters and leaves from the front
of the originally dialed number when he or she goes through this dial plan. Refer
Appendix B. Perl Regular Expression for an example.

Note: The dial format and exclusion digits are optional, and when
both are entered, the dial format overrides the exclusion digits. If
there is no dial format, the exclusion digits are applied.
Group name: Select the name of the calling group to which the call goes when
the number entered by the caller goes through this dial plan. Therefore, the
outgoing group must be created in advance.
Press the Save button, when input is complete.

Change the dial plan
Select the [Basic] / [Dialplan] menu.
Press the name of the dial plan you want to change.
In the Dial Plan Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items you want
to change.
Press the Save button, when input is complete.

Delete a dial plan
Select the [Basic] / [Dial] menu.
Press "X" on the dial plan you want to delete.
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[Basic] / [Feature Code]
The VL5000 offers a various call-related services, such as forwarding, pick-up, call
rejection, call parking, and so on. The use of these services can be set by the user
entering a specific code on his / her extension phone, which is called the additional
function code. You can set these additional function codes in the [Basic] / [Feature
Code] menu.

Setting the Feature code
Select [Basic] / [Feature Code] menu.

Figure 6-26. [Basic] / [Feature Code] Menu

Enter the value of each additional function code in the screen above.
System Config

■
⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

■

Setup WAV file: Registers a sound source that indicates that the setting is
completed when the user completes the setting of the additional function by
dialing the additional function code.
Reset WAV file: When the user turns off the additional function by dialing the
additional function unlocking code, registers a sound source that indicates that
the setting has been released.
IP Address Extension: Dialing the code set in this item, the VL5000's WAN IP
address will guide you through the voice.
Cfg. Backup Extension: System back up when user dial corresponding code on
phone.
Cfg. Restore Extension: System restore when user dial corresponding code on
phone.
Forwarding Config
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⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Set Always: Enter the code you want to use to set the number to ‘always call
forwarding’. For example, if this item is set to * 72 and the user always wants
to switch to 123, the user dials * 72123 from his phone.
Reset Always: Enter the code to be used when canceling ‘Always forwarding’.
For example, if this item is set to * 73 and the user always wants to cancel the
conversion, the user can dial * 73 on his phone.
Set Busy: Enter the code to be used when setting the number to be switched on
a busy line. For example, if this entry is set to * 90 and the user tries to dial 234
while on a call, the user dials * 90234 from his phone.
Reset Busy: Enter the code to be used when canceling the call forwarding during
call. For example, if this entry is set to * 91 and the user wishes to cancel the
transition while on the line, the user can dial * 91 on his phone.
Set No Answer: Enter the code to be used when setting the number to call
forward on no answer. For example, if this entry is set to * 92 and the user tries
to switch to 345 at no answer, the user dials * 92345 from his phone.
Reset no answer: Enter the code to be used when canceling the call forwarding
on no answer. For example, if this entry is set to * 93 and the user wishes to
cancel the conversation at no answer, the user dials * 93 on his phone.
Set error: Enter the code to be used when setting the number to be switched in
case of error. For example, if this entry is set to * 94 and the user tries to switch
to 456 on error, the user can dial * 94456 on his phone.
Reset error: Enter the code to be used when canceling the call forwarding on
error. For example, if this entry is set to * 95 and you want to cancel the call
forwarding on error, you can dial * 95 on your phone.
Call ETC

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Pickup: Set the code to be used when call pick up.
Directed Pickup: Set the code to be used when you pick up the call of a specific
extension user which is ringing.
Auto Callback: Set the code to be used when making a call automatically after
detecting a busy line.
Redial Last Inbound: Set the code to be used when making a call with the most
recently received number.
Redial Last Outbound: Set the code to be used when dialing the last dialed
number.
Set Do Not Disturb: Set the code to be used when rejecting the all incoming call.
Reset Do Not Disturb: Set the code to be used when canceling rejection of the
incoming call.
Parking Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Park extension: Set the code to be used for call parking.
Unpark extension: Set the code to be used when releasing the call park.
Start position: In case of call parking, set the first number to be used in
combination with the parking extension number set up above.
Last number: In case of call parking, enter the last number to be used in
combination with the parking extension number set up above.
Parking time: Set the maximum time to wait for the parked call.
For example, suppose that an extension user is talking to an external mobile
phone with a parking extension number of 68, a starting number of 1, a last
number of 10, and an unparking extension of 88. When an extension user does
not currently hang up and wants to continue a call at a different place rather
than the place currently being talked on, you can use call parking. In this case,
the extension user dials * 681 and hangs up. Then go to the place where you
want to continue the call. If you dial * 881 from the extension phone on the
spot, you can continue the parked call. That is, when parking a call (parking
extension number + an arbitrary number between the starting number and the
last number), it is necessary to terminate the telephone call. If you want to
resume a parked call (Unparking extension number + number between the start
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number and the last number set at the time of parking), you can dial it. On the
other hand, during Call Park, the other party's mobile phone hears the call
waiting tone.
Intercom Config

■
⚫
⚫

Extension: Set the code for using the intercom function.
Header: This item sets the header that determines the connection method when
using the intercom function. By default, the product is set to a header that
automatically connects without a ring tone.
For example, if your intercom extension number is set to * 71 and you want to
connect extension 123 with an intercom, dial * 71123.
Night mode Config

■
⚫

⚫

Set Night Mode: When you use night mode, all outgoing calls that are received
enter into the night mode set phone. Set the code to be used when setting the
night mode.
Reset Night Mode: Set the code to be used when the night mode is canceled.
Press the Update button at the bottom right of the screen once the input is
complete.
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[Basic] / [Organization]
You can manage departments within the company from the [Basic] / [Organization]
menu. The department added from this menu is displayed in the department item in
the user setting pop-up in the [Basic] / [User] menu and can be set as the
department of the user.

Figure 6-27. [Basic] / [Organization] Menu

Add Organization
To add a department, first select the parent department, enter the name of the
department you want to add to the name item, and then press the Add button. When
you add a top-level department (usually the company itself), do not select a parent
department, just enter the department name (company name) in the Name field and
click Add button.

Delete Organization
To delete a department, click the name of the department you want to delete and
confirm that the name of the department you want to delete is displayed in the parent
department text box, and then press the Delete button next to it.
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7. Advanced Settings
If the [Basic] menu of VL5000 is mainly for call routing, [Advanced] menu is mainly
for setting additional services such as voice mail, conference call, IVR, RAA.

[Advanced] / [SIP]
Since most SIP related settings require considerable networking knowledge, the
VL5000 already has factory default settings that can be used. If necessary, change
the setting value after understanding the following.
Select the [Advanced] / [SIP] menu.

Figure 7 - 1. [Advanced] / [SIP] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
SIP Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫

Port: Set the port number to be used for SIP signaling.
RTP Port Range: Set the range of ports to be used for RTP traffic to be used by
VL5000.
External IP address: Enter the external public IP address or domain name of the
NAT when the VL5000 is used in under NAT.
External port: Set the port number to be used for SIP signaling when the VL5000
is used in under NAT. This item must be different from the value set in the above
port item.
Max Register Expiry: The IP phone of extension users registered in the LAN
section must re-register the SIP at VL5000 in regular intervals. Set the reregistration period.
Session Timer: SIP provides a mechanism to check if a session is established

and not terminated after it is established, which is a session timer and defined
in RFC4028. Choose whether to use these session timer mechanisms.

Min Session Expires: Set the Min-SE header values of SIP re-INVITE.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Max Hold Time: Specify the maximum time to hold the call.
Max Transaction Timer: The value set in this item is used as SIP transaction
timeout value.
SIP T1 timer: Enter the SIP transaction T1 timer value.
SIP T2 timer: Enter the SIP transaction T2 timer value.
Presence: Set whether or not to support SIP Presence function. Setting this item
to "Yes" will also support the BLF (Busy Lamp Field) function.

Presence Port: Set the port to be used for the SIP Presence function.
When setting this item, you must enter a value different from the
setting value of the above external port item.


⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Register ACL: For SIP REGISTER request from IP set in this item,
VL5000 does not require authentication.

SIPS / SRTP: Set whether to use SIPS / SRTP with enhanced security for SIP
signaling and RTP media.

TLS version: Select the TLS version. Match the version of the
interworking phone or SBC.


⚫

Subscribe Expiry: When the SIP Presence function is enabled, the IP
phone of the extension user sends a SIP SUBSCRIBE request to the
VL5000 and the VL5000 responds with 202 (Accepted). At this time,
the value set in the Expires header of the 202 (Accepted) responses
is the value set in this item.

Concurrent Max Sessions: Set the maximum number of SIP sessions that can
be opened at VL5000 at any one time.
Max Sessions Per Second: Set the maximum number of SIP sessions that can
be opened per second on VL5000.
Inbound Max Sessions: Set the maximum number of sessions in which the SIP
INVITE request is received by VL5000.
Outbound Max Sessions: Set the maximum number of sessions for which a SIP
INVITE request is issued from VL5000.
PRACK: When this item is set to "No", SIP PRACK will not be output from VL5000.
Force rport: If UAC doesn't send rport option in SIP header. VL5000 forced check
rport in "YES" case.
ACL: If this item is set to "Yes", VL5000 will operate as follows.

Invite ACL: VL5000 does not require authentication for SIP INVITE
request from IP set in this item.


⚫

Max Session Expires: Set Session-Expires header values of SIP reINVITE.

Certification Authority Certificate: Register the certification received
from the Internet telephone service provider. The corresponding
certificate must be applied equally to the IP phone.

Max Call log: Specify the number of call lists stored on [Call Log] / [Log].
(If it is '0', it stores up to 10,000)
Max SIP log: Specify the number of SIP packets to be stored in VL5000.
(If it is '0', it stores up to 10,000)
Advanced Features: If you set this item to "Yes", you can use the recording
function.
Log: This item can be set to the following value.

Yes: This value is used to perform log analysis internally.
Administrators should not set the log item to "Yes".


sip packet: The contents of the SIP packet passing through the
VL5000 can be viewed on the web manager. When this value is set,
SIP packets passing through VL5000 will be accumulated in [Status]
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/ [Event] menu sequentially. Then click the description part of the
line in the table and you will see a pop-up that allows you to see the
contents of the packet.

⚫

⚫



Set this value only when the administrator wants to view the contents
of SIP packet passing through VL5000 for debugging. It is
recommended that this setting be set to "No" again when you have
finished using it for debugging because it can cause system
overload.



No: If set to this value, the system will not generate SIP related logs.
It is generally recommended to set this value during operation.

LAN Proxy mode: If YES, the terminal of LAN port uses Direct RTP.
With the Hold and PBX functions, subsequent PBX and RTP sessions are
maintained. Recording function is not applicable.
Audio Codec: Set whether or not to use individual audio codec and priority.
Click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen, when input is complete.
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[Advanced] / [PBX]
The VL5000 can be used in conjunction with the VL series products between the
main-branch or other remote locations.

Add PBX
Select the [Advanced] / [PBX] menu.

Figure 7 - 2. [Advanced] / [PBX] Menu

To add a PBX, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the PBX settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each entry.
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Figure 7 – 3. Adding PBX

PBX settings

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

Name: Set the name of the remote area PBX for managing easier.
Host: Set the IP or domain name of the remote area PBX.
User Name: Enter the user name required when PBX is connected. Both PBXs
to be linked must have the same user name.
Password: Enter the password required for PBX linked. Both PBXs to be linked
must have the same password.
Dial Plan: Set a dial plan to connect an incoming call from a remote PBX to an
external location, not an extension user.
Reception Type: If a call is received from the remote branch PBX but not an
extension, set the reception type on the local PBX side.
Reception Name: Depending on the recipient type set above, set the target to
receive.
Distinctive Header: This header is used to set the ring of bell tone differently for
the call coming from the remote area PBX. It is changed from "Alert-Info:
http://127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr1" to "Alert-Info: http: // 127.0.0.1/bellcore-dr10 ".
Enter one of 10 ring tones.
Disable Reinvite: Determines whether to process Reinvite, such as call hold and
call transfer.
SIPS / SRTP: Set whether to use SIPS / SRTP with enhanced security for SIP
signaling and RTP media.
VPN Type: Choose one of the following three options: None / Server / Client. If
you select "Server", the local PBX will act as a VPN server. If you select "Client",
the local PBX will act as a VPN client.
To set as a VPN client, the following items must be set.
VPN encryption method: VL5000 supports the following encryption methods.

VPN Cipher: VlL3000 supports the following encryption methods.
-

AES-128-CBC

-

AES-192-CBC

-

AES-256-CBC
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-

DES-EDE3-CBC

-

DES-CBC



VPN Port: Set the port that VPN traffic goes through.



Certification: Registers the certification received from the remote
area PBX acting as the VPN server.

Use LAN Network: It is a setting for interworking with IP (Private IP) inside the
equipment instead of public IP network when PBX to PBX is linked.
From / To Header Domain: When interworking with non-Volans product, this
function changes URI to IP in case outgoing URI is displayed as PBX_admin and
it cause unrecognizing the call.
Req. URI Call No.: This is a function to display the Request URI field as a phone
number instead of IP address.
Forward CID: It is a function to transfer the origination number of the first
incoming call when forwarding incoming call from remote PBX.
Use MOH: It enables call hold, return, and 183 processing when interworking
with Samsung PBX.

⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Press the Save button when input is complete.

PBX Change
Select the [Advanced] / [PBX] menu.
Click the name of the PBX you want to change.
In the PBX Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate value for the item you want to
change.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Delete PBX
Select the [Advanced] / [PBX] menu.
Confirm the PBX you want to delete and press the "X" at the right end.
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[Advanced] / [Mail]
The [Advanced] / [Mail] menu is used to set the mail account and related items to
be used for sending mail from the VL5000. There are two cases when the VL5000 is
sending e-mails: voice message mail and event alarm mail. Voice message mail is a
feature that allows the VL5000 to notify a user by e-mail when a voice message is
left to a user. The voice message is attached to the email as a WAV file and sent to
the user's email account. (Refer the Email item in the [Basic] / [User] menu)
Event Alarm Email is a function that notifies the alarm history to the mail address set
in case of an alarm of a severity level abnormality on the event.
If you use the same mail address to send mail, you may not be able to send it. It is
recommended that you use a different address to send and receive mail.
Select [Advanced] / [Mail] menu.

Figure 7 - 4. [Advanced] / [Mail] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
SMTP Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

Host: Enter the address of the mail server to be used by VL5000. The VL5000
will act as a mail client for this mail server.
User Name: Enter the user name of the outgoing mail account.
Password: Enter the password of the mail account you are sending.
Voice mail Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

Max Silence: Set the maximum wait time when the other party cannot leave any
voice record. When set to '0', this function is not used.
Silence Threshold: Set the minimum volume of the opponent’s voice when
recording a voice message.
Max Message Time: Set the maximum time for the other party to record a voice
message.
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⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

Min Message Time: Set the minimum time that the other party can record a voice
message. A voice message that is shorter than the set value of this item will not
be recorded.
Max greeting Time: Set the maximum time for the user to record greeting.
Skip Interval: Set the Interval time to wait for user's button selection after voice
mail announcement play is finish.
Max Login: Set the maximum number of attempts when a password is set to the
voice mail box.
E-mail sender: Set up a sender mail account when you e-mail the voice
message.
Voice Mail to E-mail: Set whether or not to use the function to send voice
messages via e-mail.
Korean extension: Users who use the profile with activated voice mail function
can access voice mailbox by dialing their extension number from their terminal.
However, if you want to check your voice message from outside or other users,
you can check the voice message by tapping the extension number set in this
item and then press your extension number and password according to the
instructions.
English extension: It has the same function as the Korean extension number,
but the only difference is that the announcement letter is in English.
Click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen, when input is complete.
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[Advanced] / [Conference]
The VL5000 supports a conference call function that allows you to talk to multiple
users at the same time, either outside or in the office.
You can make a conference call with other users by pressing the extension number
assigned to the conference room.

Add a Conference Call
Select the [Advanced] / [Conference] menu.

Figure 7 - 5. [Advanced] / [Conference] Menu

To add a conference room, click the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In Conference Call setting pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each entry.

Figure 7 - 6. Add a conference call

■

Conference Config
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⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Name: Set the name of the conference room. This item can be easily set for
administration.
Extension number: Set the extension number to be assigned to the conference
room.
Password: Set the password to be used when connecting to conference room.
If you do not set this item, you can access the conference room directly without
authentication.
Music on Wait: Set whether to use standby music.
Info. Sound: Set whether to use announcement.
Language: Select the language to be used for guidance.
Press the Save button, when input is complete.

Change conference call
Select the [Advanced] / [Conference] menu.
Click the name of the conference room you want to change.
In the Conference Call Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items
you want to change.
Press the Save button, when input is complete.

Delete conference call
Select the [Advanced] / [Conference] menu.
Press "X" in the conference room you want to delete.
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[Advanced] / [IVR]
VL5000 supports Interactive Voice Response (IVR) function, so if you press the
extension number of the target that you want to connect without the intervention of
the guide, you can be connected and make a call.

IVR Default Config
In order to use the IVR function, it is necessary to prepare a WAV file for voice
announcement. At this time, the WAV file should be formed in 8-bit μ-law and 8 kHz
format.
Select the [Advanced] / [IVR] menu.

Figure 7 - 7. [Advanced] / [IVR] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
IVR Default Config

■

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

<IVR Default Config> sets items to be applied to all IVR to be added to <IVR>
below.
If you check the check box of the 'Expand IVR basic WAV files' item, you can
register voice comment WAV files.
Digit Timeout: Enter a number and set the wait time to wait until you enter the
next number.
Input Timeout: Set the amount of time to wait for all digits to be entered after
the IVR is finished.
Max. Trial: Maximum reiterate of IVR
Welcome WAV file: Set the greeting file that is played first when the IVR is given.
Choice WAV file: Set the announcement file for the number that the user should
input.
Connect WAV file: Set the message file that informs you that the connection to
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⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

the target you want to connect will start according to the number entered by the
user.
Invalid WAV file: Set the announcement file when you try to make a call to a
nonexistent number, or if you make a mistake in selection.
Timeout WAV file: Set the announcement file when the key input wait time is
exceeded.
Disconnected Timeout WAV file: Set the announcement file when the input wait
time is exceeded.
Busy WAV file: Set the announcement file when the destination you want to
connect to is busy.
No Answer WAV file: Set the announcement file if the recipient does not answer
the call
DND WAV file: Set the announcement file if the destination you want to connect
to is set to reject the call.
Reject WAV file: Set the announcement file when outgoing call is prohibited.
Error WAV file: Set the announcement file in case of error such as network failure.
Group Busy WAV file: Set the announcement file when all members of the group
are busy.
Call Congestion WAV File: Set the announcement file in case of call congestion.
Press the Update button on the right when input is complete.

IVR
<IVR> allows you to add/change/delete IVR.

Add IVR
To add IVR, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the IVR setting pop-up, enter appropriate values for each item.
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Figure 7 - 8. Adding IVR

IVR Config

■
⚫
⚫

IVR name: Set the name that can distinguish and manage IVR.
Welcome WAV file: Set the greeting file that is played first when the IVR is given.
This configuration file takes precedence over the greeting WAV file set in <IVR
Default Config> above. In other words, if the file is set in this item, the file of
this item will be played as a greeting, not the greeting WAV file set in <IVR Default
Config>.
Working Time / Offtime/ Lunch time / After input waiting time

■
⚫

Application type: Specify the application type to be applied to each time zone.
Application types include the following:

User / Group: Connect to this user or group.


IVR menu: Connect to IVR menu.



IVR: Connect to another IVR.



Hang up: Hang up without connecting to any place.

When you select IVR menu as application type, you can input the key value and
specify the destination to receive.
The receiving classification item selects the application type to be executed when the
corresponding key is input. The following items can be specified in the reception
classification category.

User / Group: When the selected key is entered, the user or group is
connected.

⚫
⚫



IVR: Connect to another IVR.



Hang up: Hang up without connecting to any place.



Voicemail: You can check your voice message after connecting to
the VL5000 from outside.



Conference call: The conference call function will be available after
making a call from the outside to the VL5000.

Recipient Name: Set the recipient to be connected after IVR.
Connection time: Set the time zone that the IVR will be applied.
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⚫

Day of week: Set the day of the week when the IVR will be applied.
Temporary holidays

■
⚫
⚫

Application type: Select the application type to be applied for temporary holidays.
Holidays: Set the date to be applied as a temporary holiday.
Holiday items include:

week: * (all day of the week), Sunday ~ Saturday, lunar calendar
(when the lunar month / day is selected)


Day: * (whole day), 1 ~ 31 (start date) / 1 ~ 31 (end date)



Month: * (whole month), January ~ December

Press the Save button when input is complete.

Change IVR
Select the [Advanced] / [IVR] menu.
Press the name of the IVR you want to change.
In the IVR setting pop-up, enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Delete IVR
Select the [Advanced] / [IVR] menu.
Check the IVR you want to delete and press "X" at the right end.
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[Advanced] / [RAA]
RAA (Remote Access Authentication), one of the advanced functions of the VL5000,
is a function that allows authorized users to call the VL5000 from outside and send
them back to another location.

RAA Settings
Select the [Advanced] / [RAA] menu.

Figure 7 - 9. [Advanced] / [RAA] Menu

Enter the appropriate values for each item on the screen above.
RAA settings

■

Digit Timeout: Refer to <IVR Default Config> section in [Advanced] / [IVR] menu.
Input Timeout: Refer to <IVR Default Config> section of [Advanced] / [IVR]
menu.
Max Trials: Refer to <IVR Default Config> in the [Advanced] / [IVR] menu.
Dial plan: When an authorized user calls from the outside to the VL5000, the
“beep" is heard and the dialed number is dialed again to make another dialing.
The dialed number will be applied to the dial plan specified here.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen when input is complete.

Remote Access Authentication (RAA) CID
Add RAA CID
In Figure 7-10, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen to enter the
phone number to authenticate for remote use.
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Figure 7 - 10. Add Remote Authorization CID

Remote Use Authentication (RAA) CID Settings

■
⚫
⚫

Name: Enter the name to manage the phone number to be authorized.
CID number: Enter the telephone number to be authorized.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Change RAA CID
Select the [Advanced] / [RAA] menu.
Press the name of the RAA CID you want to change.
In the RAA CID Setting pop-up, enter the appropriate value for the item you want to
change.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Delete RAA CID
Check the check box on the right side of the RAA CID to be deleted and press the
Delete button at the bottom right of the screen.
When you click on ‘All’ in the upper right corner, all RAA CIDs that appear on the
current page are selected. In that state, you can delete multiple RAA CIDs at once by
pressing the Delete button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[Advanced] / [Inbound Dialplan]
An incoming dial plan is a function that connects an incoming call to a specific
incoming group according to the pattern of incoming phone numbers.

Add an Inbound Dialplan
Select the [Advanced] / [Inbound Dialplan] menu.

Figure 7-11. [Advanced] / [Inbound Dialplan] Menu

To add incoming dial plan, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In incoming dial plan settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each item.

Figure 7 - 12. Adding the Inbound Dialplan

Incoming dial plan settings

■
⚫
⚫

⚫

Name: Set the name of the incoming dial plan. This item can be easily set for
administration.
Pattern: Set pattern to be applied when pattern matching is performed on caller's
phone number. This item is set to use Perl regular expressions. And refer the
Perl regular expressions and examples are provided in Appendix B. Perl regular
expression.
Group name: Select the group name to receive. If you do not select any group
in this item and leave it blank, the incoming call of this pattern will be rejected.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Change the Inbound Dialplan
Select the [Advanced] / [Inbound Dialplan] menu.
Click the name of the incoming dial plan that you want to change.
In the incoming dial plan settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items
you want to change.
Press the Save button when input is complete.
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Delete an Inbound Dialplan
Select the [Advanced] / [Inbound Dialplan] menu.
Check the incoming dial plan you want to delete and press the "X" at the right end.
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[Advanced] / [Phonebook]
The phonebook is a function that allows you to save frequently used phone numbers
in the form of speed dials and to make calls right away by pressing a speed dial
number. All extension users will use the common phonebook which is set in this menu.
(# 00 ~ # 999, can store 1000 number)

Add Phone Number
Select the [Advanced] / [Phonebook] menu.

Figure 7 - 13. [Advanced] / [Phonebook] Menu

To add a new number, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.

Figure 7 - 14. Adding a phone number

Select the abbreviated dial number, enter the name and phone number, then press
the Save button.

Change phone number
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Select the [Advanced] / [Phonebook] menu.
Press the extension number of the phone number you want to change.
In the Phone Book Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items you
want to change.
Press the Save button when input is complete.

Delete phone number
Select the [Advanced] / [Phonebook] menu.
Select the check box to the right of the phone number you want to delete and press
Delete button at the bottom right of the screen.
When you click ‘All’ in the top right corner, all phone numbers that appear on the
current page are selected. In that state, clicking the Delete button at the bottom right
of the screen allows you to delete several phone numbers at once.
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[Advanced] / [Emergency No.]
Add Emergency Phone Number
Select [Advanced] / [Emergency Call] menu.
You can add a new number by typing the emergency number in Phone Number text
box and pressing the Add button beside it.

Figure 7 - 15. [Advanced] / [Emergency No.] Menu

Remove Emergency Phone Number
Select [Advanced] / [Emergency Call] menu.
Confirm the phone number you want to delete and press "X" at the right end.
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[Advanced] / [Outbound Reject]
This function allow / restrict outgoing call routing for call number entered from an
extension phone.

Add Outbound Reject
Select the [Advanced] / [Outbound Reject] menu.
The call allow / reject pattern is the same as the "Dial pattern" in the Basic setting.
User can add a new number.

Figure 7 - 16. [Advanced] / [Outbound Reject] Extension allow/reject selected menu

Outgoing Call alarm Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

■

Alarm pattern: Set the same as the dial pattern.
Max. Count: Set the number of times to try.
Checking Interval: Set the time of checking interval.
The alarm occurs when the maximum number of times (3 times) is attempted within
the cycle of inspection (60 seconds) coming into the pattern. You can check it in
[Status] / [Event].
Outgoing Reject List
To add a new outgoing reject dial plan, click Add button at the bottom right of the
screen.
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Figure 7 - 17. [Advanced] / [Outgoing Reject List] Additional Menu

⚫
⚫
⚫

Description: Enter the information about the call restriction.
Pattern: Set the same as the dial pattern.
Applied to: Select and set all the calls / call forwarding.

Add Except Ext.
Add outgoing reject exception extension. Click [Pattern] and click Add Except Ext.
button at the bottom right of the screen. Enter the exception extension range and
click Add button.
When you click [Pattern], the [Except Ext.] List screen appears on the right of
screen. If the exception extension is needed to be applied to the outgoing reject
dial plan, press “X” next to extension number to delete from [Except Ext.] list.
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8. System
[System] / [Network]
This menu allows you to set the network related items.
Select [System] / [Network] menu.

Figure 8 - 1. [System] / [Network] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
WAN Config

■
⚫

WAN link: Set the transmission speed and method of WAN port.

Auto negotiation / 1000M - Full duplex / 100M - Full / half duplex /
10M - Full / half duplex

⚫

WAN address type: Select whether to set the WAN IP address manually or
dynamically via DHCP from the ISP.

When "Static IP" is selected, set the following items.


IPv4 address: Enter IPv4 address to be applied to WAN port.



IPv4 Subnet Mask: Enter IPv4 subnet mask to be applied to WAN
port.



Gateway: Enter the IPv4 address of the gateway.



DNS Primary / Secondary Server: Enter IPv4 address of DNS server.



If "DHCP" is selected, there will be both items to set up separately
and the IP will be dynamically allocated from ISP.

LAN Config

■
⚫

LAN link: Set the transmission speed and method of LAN port.

Auto negotiation / 1000M - Full duplex / 100M - Full / half duplex /

10M - Full / half duplex
⚫

LAN Network Type: Select one among of Host / NAT / Bridge.
When "Host" is selected, set the following items.

IPv4 address: Enter the IPv4 address to be applied to the LAN port.


IPv4 Subnet Mask: Enter the IPv4 subnet mask to be applied to the
LAN port.



DHCP server: Specify whether to use the DHCP server function.
When this function is enabled, VL5000 can perform the function of
the DHCP server for the network to which the LAN port of the VL5000
is connected.



Lease time: Enter the period for assigning IP to DHCP clients. The
unit is seconds.



Start IP address: Enter the start address of the IP band allocated to
DHCP clients.



Last IP Address: Enter the last address of the IP band that you want
to assign to DHCP clients.

When "NAT" is selected, set the following items.

NAT Port Range: Enter the NAT port range.


The rest of the items are the same as when selecting "Host" above.

When "Bridge" is selected, there are no additional items to set, and it operates
in WAN port and bridge mode.
DDNS setting

■

To use the VoIP service by connecting the terminal to VL5000 from out of the office,
you need to set public IP address on VL5000's WAN port. If you are assigned a
static IP address from your ISP, you can assign the static IP address to WAN port of
VL5000. However, if you need to use dynamic IP address assigned by your ISP, you
have to access VL5000 using DDNS. If the terminals access to VL5000 IP address
which is set to dynamic IP address, the VL5000 cannot be accessed when the
assigned dynamic IP address is changed. DDNS is used for this case, and it is
easily available by applying to DysDNS.org or more.
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

DDNS type: Select the service provider that provides the DDNS host account.
DDNS Host: Enter the host account received from the DDNS service provider.
DDNS User ID: Enter the ID you selected when you joined the DDNS service
provider.
DDNS Password: Enter the password you selected when subscribing to DDNS
service provider.

Note: You need to obtain a host account through your DDNS service
provider before setting up DDNS.
IPv6 Settings

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

WAN IPv6 address: Enter the IPv6 address to be applied to the WAN port.
WAN prefix length: Enter the prefix length of the WAN IPv6 address.
IPv6 Gateway: Enter the address of the gateway for IPv6.
LAN IPv6 address: Enter the IPv6 address to be applied to the LAN port
LAN prefix length: Enter the prefix length of the LAN IPv6 address.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Music Files]
The VL5000 provides a function allows you to listen music when the call is hold on
the IP phone terminal. This is Music on Hold.
You can also play music instead of ringback tone to the person who called you. This
is Music on Ringback.
In this case, the music file format is 8bit μ-law and 8KHz WAV file.
Select [System] / [Music Files] menu.

Figure 8 - 2. [System] / [Music File] Menu

On the above screen, press the Search button next to the Music file text box to select
the music as Music on Hold / Music on Ringback.
When you finish selecting music files, click the Update button at the bottom right of
the screen.
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[System] / [Time]
Many functions of the VL5000 are closely related to the internal time setting, so
accurate time setting is required.
Select [System] / [Time] menu.

Figure 8 - 3. [System] / [Time] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
■

Date Config
Enter this if you want to set the system's current time manually.

■

TimeZone Config
Select the time zone for each country / city.

■

DST settings
DST is an abbreviation of Daylight Saving Time. It is a system that advances one hour
ahead of standard time in summer. Set these systems in the countries that apply this
DST system.
⚫
Mode: Specify whether to use DST.
⚫
Start Time: Enter the start time of DST in the format of month MM, day DD, and
hour HH. For example, if it is 10:35 on June 27, type 06271035.
⚫
End Time: Enter the ending time of DST in month MM / day DD / hour HH /
minute MM format.

■

NTP settings
NTP is an abbreviation of Network Time Protocol. It is a protocol that is used to
synchronize the time between networked computers.
⚫
Mode: Specify whether to use NTP.
⚫
Interval: Set interval for obtaining time information from NTP server.
⚫
Server: Enter the NTP server address to obtain the time information.
(Eg asia.pool.ntp.org)
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Administrator]
Select [System] / [Administrator] menu.

Figure 8 - 4. [System] / [Administrator] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
System Name Config

■

⚫

Web Port Config

■

⚫
⚫

Set the port to connect through Web Manager.
Web Port: Set the port to be used for HTTP. (Default: 80)
HTTPS Port: Set the port to be used for HTTPS. (Default: 443)
Web Language Config

■
⚫

Language: Set the language for displaying menus or items in Web Manager.
Administrator Alarm Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

■

Set the name so that it can be distinguished from other systems.
Name: Enter the name to give to the system. This item has nothing to do with
the operation of the system, but only need to set this for easy management.

Alarm Enable: Set "Yes" or "No" if you want to set administrator alarm.
Alarm SMS Receiver Number / Alarm SMS Sender ID: (KT version only)
Alarm Email Address: Enter email address to send alarm email.
Alarm From Email Address: Set email address which will be displayed as sender
in alarm email.
Administrator Config
Set up the administrator account for VL5000.
You can add an administrator account by clicking the Add button at the bottom right
of the screen.
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Figure 8 - 5. Adding an administrator

Authority group: Select one of the privilege groups created from the [System] /
[Administrator Authority] menu.
⚫
User name: Enter the administrator account name.
⚫
Password: Enter the password to be used for the administrator account.
⚫
Confirm Password: Confirm your password and enter it again.
⚫
Description: If you have a lot of administrator accounts, you can explain to each
account that it's easy to manage.
When you entered all the details, press the Save button.
To modify the Administrator account that you added, tap User Name. This will pop
up a Setting popup, where you can edit it.
⚫

When you finish, press the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Administrator Authority]
All administrator accounts on the VL5000 will be granted administrator privileges.
Administrator privilege means the right to make settings for each menu.
Here's how to grant permissions to your manager account:
⚫
Create permission groups.
⚫
Set permissions privileges for each menu in the created permission group.
⚫
Set the privilege group created above in the administrator account.
For example, if you create a privilege group named A and limit the privileges for the
IVR menu to that privilege group, the administrator with the A group privilege cannot
set the IVR menu but only view the settings.

Add Authority Group
Select [System] / [Administrator Authority] menu.

Figure 8 - 6. [System Settings] / [Administrator Authority] Menu

Pressing the Add button at the bottom right of the screen will pop up the Add Privilege
Group popup. Set the following items in the popup.
Adding permission groups

■
⚫
⚫

Name: Set the name of the permission group.
Writing Authorities: Set authorities of change parameters.
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Figure 8 - 7. Adding Authority Groups

Press the Save button when input is complete.

Change Authority group
Go to [System] / [Administrator Authority] menu.
In the Permission Group Name item, select the group name you want to change.
Check the check boxes of the menus that you want to be able to set in the WRITE
permission, and release the check in the check boxes of the menus that you want to
be able to view only.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.

Delete Authority group
Select [System] / [Administrator Authority] menu.
In Privileges Group Name item, select the group name to delete.
Press the Delete button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [SNMP]
VL5000 currently supports SNMP read / write. Make the following settings.
Select [System] / [SNMP] menu.

Figure 8 - 8. [System] / [SNMP] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
SNMP Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Mode: Specify whether to use SNMP.
Read Community: Enter the SNMP read community value.
Write Community: Enter SNMP write community value.
Read / Write Server: Enter the SNMP Read / Write server address.
Trap Community: Enter the SNMP Trap Community value.
Trap Hosts: Enter the SNMP Trap server address.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [QoS/Port Forward]
VL5000 provides QoS (Quality of Service) function to guarantee bandwidth of VoIP.
You can also set the port forward function when using VL5000 with NAT.
Select [System] / [QoS/Port Forward] menu.

Figure 8 - 9. [System Settings] / [QoS/Port Forward] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
Bandwidth QoS Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

IP QoS settings

■
⚫
⚫
■

Enable QoS: Specify whether to use the QoS function.
Maximum WAN Bandwidth: Enter the maximum bandwidth of the WAN port traffic.
Internet bandwidth means a combination of VoIP and general data bandwidth.
Minimum VoIP Bandwidth: Enter the minimum bandwidth to guarantee VoIP
service. Regardless of how much normal data traffic grows, VoIP traffic is always
guaranteed to the bandwidth set in this section.
Maximum data bandwidth: Set the general data bandwidth that can be used at
the maximum.

SIP TOS: Specify whether to use Type of Service function for SIP packet.
RTP TOS: Specify whether to use Type of Service function for RTP packet.
Auto Port Forward for IP Phone Web

Click the IP address in [Status] / [Available Phone] to set the information required
for web access to the phone registered in the internal LAN.
⚫
WAN port: Specify an externally accessible port. Make sure that the ports used
in VL5000 are not duplicated (e.g., web port 80).
⚫
IP Phone Web Port: Set the port information when connecting to the Internet
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phone registered on the LAN.
Port Forward

■

Description: Enter the description for management.
Protocol: Select the transport layer protocol to be used for port forwarding.
External port: Input port to access from outside.
When you set up an external port, you should avoid the ports used by the various
daemons of VL5000 or the ports for SIP / RTP. The VL5000's daemons mostly use
less than 10000 ports, and SIP / RTP uses the port set in [Advanced] / [SIP] menu.
⚫
LAN IP: Enter the internal IP address to which packets coming from the above
port will be forwarded.
⚫
LAN Port: Enter the port for the internal IP to which the packet coming from the
external port above will be forwarded.
⚫
⚫
⚫

When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Monitor]
The VL5000 provides the ability to monitor the overall status of the system.
You can set to monitor CPU / memory / disk / temperature status, network connection
status, number of simultaneous calls, and status of major daemons.
Select [System] / [Monitor] menu.

Figure 8 - 10. [System] / [Monitor] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
Monitor Config

■
⚫
⚫

Monitor: Specify whether to use the monitor function.
Alarm: Specify whether to use alarm function. The alarm function is the function
that audibly informs the status of the system through the internal beep sound
when the condition is met.
System / Network / Concurrent calls

■
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫

Monitor: Specify whether to monitor the item.
Limit: Enter the criteria for generating the system event. For example, if the CPU
load factor exceeds 70% while the limit value is set to 70 in the CPU item, the
system event will be generated at the level set in the level item.
Level: Set the level of system event.
Alarm: Specify whether to use the alarm function for the item.
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■

Process

Figure 8 - 11. Monitor settings for the process.

Table 8-1. <Process> Display Items
Item
Process
Monitor
CPU
Memory
Level
Alarm

Display Contents
Daemon name.
Whether monitor function is used
CPU load ratio
memory load ratio
System Event Level
Whether alarm function is used

Remarks

When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Record]
The VL5000 provides a recording function. Recording contents are saved as WAV
files. WAV files are provided to save recording files to external storage. At this time,
NFS is used as an interworking protocol with external storage.
Therefore, NFS must be supported for external storage to work with VL5000, and
external storage will be NFS server and VL5000 will be NFS client when NFS is
connected.
Select the [System] / [Record] menu

Figure 8 - 12. [System] / [Record] Menu

Enter the appropriate value to the item you want to change.
Recording Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

WAV File Format: stereo/mono, Stereo file is bigger than mono
Record all calls: Recording all calls made through VL5000.
Maximum Record Time: Set the maximum recording time for each call.
('0' means no limit)
Auto Delete: Auto Delete is a function to automatically delete old recorded files
to save storage space when the threshold value set on the disk where recorded
files will be saved is exceeded. Check this box when using the automatic
deletion function.
Usage Limit (%): This is the storage threshold to be set on the disk. For example,
if you set this item to 70%, if the disk usage exceeds 70%, you can delete old
recording files to save storage space.
NFS Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫

NFS: Check this item if you want to save recorded files to external storage and
internal NAS. External storage (NAS) should be supports NFS function.
Local Cache: In case of using local cache, contact with Volans (recommended
setting if required)
NFS Server IP Address: Enter the IP address of the NFS server (external storage)
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⚫

where the recording file will be stored.
Shared Directory: Enter the directory path shared by the NFS server to save the
recorded file.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[System] / [Internal NAS]
The VL5000 can provide an internal NAS module. Internal NAS card should be
equipped rear panel in VL5000. When you install internal NAS card, you should be
power off VL5000. Internal NAS card has one ethernet port to send

Figure 8 - 13. [System] / [Internal NAS] Menu

Enter the appropriate value to the item you want to change.
NAS Config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Slot No: Slot number of internal NAS card equipped.
Slot Status: NAS card status. If it is normal status, it displayed it "active".
NAS IP Address: Set IP address for NAS CARD ethernet port.
NAS IP Subnet Mask: Set Subnet Mask for NAS CARD ethernet port.
NAS IP Gateway: Set Default Gateway for NAS CARD ethernet port.
NAS ID: Set FTP/SMB login ID for NAS CARD ethernet port.
NAS Password: Set FTP/SMB login Password for NAS CARD ethernet port.
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9. Security
The VL5000 provides security functions at two levels: The VoIP protocol level and
system levels are implemented, and you can set the security functions at the system
level mainly on the [Security] menu.

[Security] / [Security Config]
In this menu, you can set security for SIP register attempts and security settings at
kernel (core part of OS) level.
Select [Security] / [Security Config] menu.

Figure 9 - 1. [Security] / [Security Config] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
SIP Security Config

■
⚫

Authorization Failure Threshold: If the number of register failure exceeds the
value set in this item when SIP register is attempted from IP phone to VL5000, it
is automatically registered in the rejected IP list in [Security] / [ACL] menu.
If you set this item to 0, it won't be checked by the SIP register failure, so it is
vulnerable to security. This is because the attacker's terminal keeps changing
the password and trying to register the SIP register.
On the other hand, if the value is set to a non-zero value, the number of times
the SIP register failed to check beyond the value set, it will be added to the
Reject IP List and will the Security will be enhanced.
For example, set a random password in the Password field in the User settings

pop-up menu in the [Basic] / [User] menu and set this item to 3, the attacker
would have to match the password with just three SIP register attempts. It can
be a very strong security policy because it is virtually impossible.
[Secured Value: positive integer, Unsecured Value: 0]
Kernel Security Config

■

⚫

Ignore All ICMP ECHO: Generally, a program called ‘ping’ is used to check the
network connection status of the target device. The ping internally sends an
ICMP ECHO request packet to the target device. If this item is set to "Enable",
VL5000 will not respond to incoming ICMP ECHO request. Therefore, it is
possible to increase the probability of not receiving port scanning, but on the
other hand, there is a disadvantage that cannot check the network connection
status of the VL5000.
[Secured Value: Enable, Unsecured Value: Disable]

⚫

Ignore ICMP ECHO Broadcasts: If source routing is allowed, an attacker can
make it difficult to locate the source IP address by specifying the routing path
of the packet. It also allows them to avoid the access list of the TCP wrapperstyle.
In today's Internet environment, there is usually no need for a source routing
mechanism.
[Secured Value: Enable, Unsecured Value: Disable]

⚫

Accept Source Route: If you allow source routing, responses to packets coming
into one Ethernet interface can go out to another Ethernet interface. In this case,
the packet is dropped. Because the PPP or VPN connection typically creates
and uses a virtual Ethernet interface, it is recommended that you allow source
routing.
[Secured Value: Disable, Unsecured Value: Enable]

⚫

Redirect Packet Filter: When sending packets to a remote machine, the packet
is typically sent to the default router. If the default router transfers the ICMP
redirector, it means sending the packet to another router for more efficient
routing. If so, packets will be sent back to the specified other routers. Therefore,
attackers can use ICMP redirection for man-in-the-middle attacks.
[Secured Value: Enable, Unsecured Value: Disable]

⚫

Redirect from Gateway: Allow only ICMP redirect from the default gateway.
Enable only when there are multiple routers in the network. If you have a single
router and your network is stable, we recommend disabling it.
[Secured Value: Disable, Unsecured Value: Enable]

⚫

Secure Redirect: Enable if there are multiple routers in the network. If the network
is stable and hosts have the correct routing path set, disable them.
[Secured Value: Disable, Unsecured Value: Enable]

⚫

Send Redirects: If the VL5000 also acts as a router, you need to enable it. This
also applies to VPN interfaces.
[Secured Value: Disable, Unsecured Value: Enable]

⚫

IP Fragment High Threshold: The kernel allocates memory to recombine
fragmented packets. When the allocated memory reaches the threshold set in
this item, the kernel will discard the fragmented packet without further
processing. Setting this threshold too low or too high can make it vulnerable to
DoS attacks.
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[Secured Value: 65536, Unsecured Value: 262144]
⚫

IP Fragment Low Threshold: The minimum amount of memory used to
reassemble fragmented packets.
[Secured Value: 49152, Unsecured Value: 196608]

⚫

IP Fragments Time: The time that the kernel has before discarding fragmented
packets. Thirty seconds is fine, but it is recommended that the attacker reduce
the fragment if it is impersonating a fragment.
[Secured Value: 10, Unsecured Value: 30]

⚫

ICMP Rate Limit: Limits the frequency of generation of ICMP packets of the
specified type. Increasing this value may reduce the risk of port scanning, but it
may miss a legitimate packet indicating a network error.
[Secured Value: 5, Unsecured Value: 1000]

⚫

ARP Lock Time: If the ARP entry currently maintained by the kernel is smaller
than this value, the ARP address is not changed. If an attacker on the same LAN
is doing ARP poisoning for a man-in-the-middle attack, increasing this value
can prevent ARP cache thrashing.
[Secured Value: 10, Unsecured Value: 100]

⚫

ARP Clean Time: Enter the period for updating ARP entries. Smaller values have
the advantage of quickly responding to normal IP migration, but they are
vulnerable to ARP poisoning attacks.
[Secured Value: 50, Unsecured Value: 60]

⚫

Proxy ARP: If a route is set to one host, ARP requests from that host will be
answered.
[Secured Value: Disable, Unsecured Value: Enable]

⚫

DOS Protection: Select whether to block DoS (Denial of Service) attacks.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[Security] / [DDOS]
The VL5000 provides a way to block Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
It can be configured to block not only TCP SYN packet, which is a general form of
DDoS attack, but also SIP request packet.
Select [Security] / [DDOS] menu.

Figure 9 - 2. [Security] / [DDOS] Menu

Enter the appropriate value for the item you want to change.
DDOS Config

■
⚫

SIP Request Restriction (WAN / LAN): An attacker can disable the target system
inoperable by sending a lot of SIP Registers or Invite packets at once.
By specifying the number of packets to be processed per second in preparation
for such attacks, if more packets of that type are received at once, packets
exceeding the specified number are discarded. This prevents the system from
becoming out of service. This setting can be set for each WAN / LAN interface
of VL5000.

⚫

TCP SYN Restriction: An attacker sends a large number of TCP SYN packets to
be sent at a time and then a large number of TCP connections to be maintained
by not completing TCP 3-way handshake. As a result, the target system will run
out of resources and unable to provide normal service.
By specifying the number of TCP SYN packets to process per second to prevent
this, more packets than specified are discarded.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[Security] / [ACL]
ACL stands for Access Control List, which controls access to the VL5000.
Access here means access at all protocol levels. This means that not only VoIP
protocols such as SIP / RTP, but also access at all protocol levels such as telnet,
WEB, and SNMP are controlled.
Select the [Security] / [ACL] menu.

Figure 9 - 3. [Security] / [ACL] Menu

Make the appropriate change to the list that you want to change.
■

Accepting IP List
List of IP addresses which are accessible to VL5000. If any IP is registered in this list,
access from all IP except registered IP is impossible.
⚫
Approval type: There are following types.
- SIP: Only SIP packets from this IP are accepted.
- Management: Only packets excluding SIP from this IP are accepted.
- All: Allows all types of packets from this IP.
⚫
IP address: IP address to allow access to VL5000.
⚫
Description: A brief description of the IP.

■

Reject IP List
List of IP addresses which are inaccessible to VL5000. The VL5000 does not allow any
protocol access from the IPs listed in this list.
⚫
IP address: IP address to deny access to VL5000.
⚫
Description: A brief description of the IP.
Once the change has been completed, click the Update button at the bottom right of
the screen.
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[Security] / [SIP ACL]
Based on User agent in SIP header field, [SIP ACL] controls access to VL5000.
Select the [Security] / [SIP ACL] menu.

Figure 9 – 4. [Security] / [SIP ACL] Menu

Set access control by typing User agent name and selecting Accept or Reject.
■

Accepting User Agent List
List of UAs (User agent) accessible to VL5000.
If anyone UA is registered in this list, all UA except the registered UA are not
allowed access.

■

Rejecting User Agent List
List of UAs that are not accessible to VL5000.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[Security] / [VPN]
When VL5000 connect to inter PBX communication, VL5000 support VPN function.
Select the [Security] / [VPN] menu.

Figure 9 - 4. [Security] / [VPN] Menu

VPN Server Config

■
⚫
⚫

■

VPN Port: If you set VL5000 to VPN server, you should enter VPN connection
port (Default: 1194)
VPN Cipher: Select VPN packet encryption type
- AES-128-CBC
- AES-192-CBC
- AES-256-CBC
- DES-EDE3-CBC
- DES-CBC
VPN Server Connections

It shows VPN connection status.
⚫
Name: It shows name of other side VPN client.
⚫
Server: It shows host name of other side VPN client.
⚫
Status: VPN connection status.
⚫
Remote IP: VPN client's IP address
⚫
Certificate: If you set your VL5000 to VPN server, you can see download button
under certificate menu. When you click download button, you can store VPN
certificate file to your PC.
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■

VPN Clients Connections
It shows VPN clients connection status.
⚫
Name: It shows name of other side VPN server.
⚫
Server: It shows host name of other side VPN server.
⚫
Status: VPN connection status.
⚫
Remote IP: VPN client's IP address
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10. Maintenance
This menu is for maintenance and management of system such as backup and
recovery of set value, S/W upgrade and so on.

[Maintenance] / [Reboot]
By Daemon Reload, only the PBX core daemon will restart without system reboot.
By Reboot, restarting the system at operating system (OS) level without turning off
the power is possible.

Figure 10 - 1. [Maintenance] / [Reboot] Menu

■

Daemon Reload
Select the [Maintenance] / [Reboot] menu. Press the Daemon Reload button at the
bottom right of the screen to restart the PBX core daemon.

■

Reboot
Select the [Maintenance] / [Reboot]. Pressing the Reboot button at the bottom
right of the screen will pop up as shown in Figure 10-2 below.

Figure 10 - 2. Reboot Confirmation

Press the Yes button to restart the system.
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[Maintenance] / [Factory Default]
Reset all setup values to factory default values.
Once Factory Default has been performed, all the current set values will be erased.
You should thoroughly review and execute with care.
Select [Maintenance] / [Factory Default] menu.

Figure 10 - 3. [Maintenance] / [Factory Default] Menu

Factory Default

■
⚫

Maintain WAN IP address: If WAN IP address is set to static IP, only WAN IP is
kept as it is and other settings are initialized.
Pressing the Factory Reset button at the bottom right of the screen will pop up a
popup screen as shown in Figure 10-5 below.

Figure 10 - 4. Confirm Factory Default Run

Press Yes button to start the factory reset.
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[Maintenance] / [Backup/Restore]
You can back up the settings in a file and restore the files you backed up when a
problem occurs with your system. Therefore, you can restore the previous system
state without having to set it again.
Select [Maintenance] / [Backup/Restore] menu. Enter password.

Figure 10 - 5. [Maintenance] / [Backup/Restore] Menu - Backup

Backup files

■

List of files backed up. You can download it by clicking the file name.
Backup / Restore

■

Select the desired operation among Backup and Restore.
⚫

⚫

FTP transfer: In case of backup, check the box to download the backup file to
another FTP server other than VL5000, and in case of recovery, download the
recovery file from FTP server other than VL5000. If you check this item, you have
to enter the following items.
- FTP server address: Enter the FTP server address.
- FTP User Name: Enter the user name of the FTP account.
- FTP Password: Enter the password for the FTP account.
- FTP Password Confirmation: Enter the password for the FTP account
one more time.
- Use SFTP: Use Secure FTP.
File: Enter the backup / recovery file name.
To backup, select "Backup" in the direction of storage, enter the name of the backup
file in the file item and press the Backup button.
To restore, select "Restore" in the direction of storage, click the Search button to find
the file to restore, and then click the Restore button. Then a pop-up like the one
below appears. Click the Yes button here to complete the recovery.
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Figure 10 - 6. System Recovery Verification

Click the Yes button to start recovery.
Auto Backup

■

Select Auto Backup
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
■

Mode: Check the box if you want to use Auto Backup
FTP Server Address / FTP User Name / FTP Password / FTP Confirm Password
/ Use SFTP / File: Refer to <Backup/Recovery> in [Maintenance] /
[Backup/Restore] menu.
Trial Interval: Try an automatic backup once within the period you set in this item.
Trial Time: Set the time interval for auto backup attempts.
Backup Password
Select Backup Password.
You can set or change password for using [Maintenance] / [Backup / Restore]
menu.
When you finish, click the Update button at the bottom right of the screen.
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[Maintenance] / [S/W Upgrade]
This menu is used to upgrade the software.
■

SW upgrade
It is a function to upgrade using the local firmware stored on connected PC.
Select [Maintenance] / [S/W Upgrade] menu.
Select the S/W file to be upgraded by clicking the Browse button, and then click the
Upgrade button at the bottom right of the screen to execute the upgrade.

Figure 10 - 7. [Maintenance] / [S/W Upgrade] Menu

Click the Restore button at the bottom left of the screen to restore the previous version
and restart the system.
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[Maintenance] / [License]
In this menu, user can add license what user want to use.
Select [Maintenance] / [License] menu.
Click Browse button to select license file and click Upgrade button at the bottom
right of the screen to add the license.
Current License

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Max Users: Maximum users
CDR Type: Used when interworking with PRI card.
Hotel Module: Used when interworking with PMS (Property Management System)
E1 PRI: Used when interworking with PRI card.

Figure 10 – 8. [Maintenance] / [License] Menu
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11. Auto Provision
[Auto Provision] / [Phone Profile]
The VL5000 provides a convenient terminal management menu via the web, such as
automatically setting values for IP phones or upgrading firmware automatically.

Add phone profile
VL5000 has default profile when shipped from the factory and can be added.
Select [Auto Provision] / [Phone Profile] menu.

Figure 11 - 1. [Auto Provision] / [Phone Profile] Menu

To add an IP phone profile, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.
In the Profile setting pop-up, enter the appropriate values for each item.
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Figure 11 - 2 Adding a Phone Profile

Profile Config

■
⚫
⚫

Profile Name: Enter the name of the profile.
Profile description: Enter the short description for managing the profile.
Service

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Dial Plan: Enter the dial plan to be applied to the terminal.
Auto prefix: Specifies whether the user will use the function that is automatically
attached without dialing the area code.
Prefix: Enter the number to be used as the area code.
Auto prefix Unset plan: Enter a dial plan to make an exception when applying an
auto prefix to the terminal.
Auto prefix Replace Config: This function is used to change the auto prefix
number to the specified prefix usually when making international calls. Specify
whether to use this feature.
Replace Plan: Enter the prefix to be changed. (For example, 001 => 00700)
Call Reject Enable: Specifies whether or not to reject a function from a specific
number of digits.
Reject Plan: Enter the number to reject reception
Advanced SIP

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Use external IP: Refer to <SIP settings> section in [Advanced]/[SIP].
Register Retry Interval On Failure: When the IP phone is not registered properly
in VL5000, the terminal waits for the entered time and tries to re-register.
SIP T1 timer: Enter the SIP transaction T1 timer value.
SIP T2 timer: Enter the SIP transaction T2 timer value.
SIP Maximum Transaction Timer: Enter the SIP maximum transaction timer value.
PRACK: Specify whether this PRACK method is used by providing Provisional
ACK for a session that is not yet established. Specify whether to use these
PRACK methods.
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⚫

DNS cache: Specify whether to use DNS cache.
SIP Session Timer

■

SIP provides a mechanism to verify that a session is established and then remains
in place without disconnection. The timer for this mechanism is session timer and it
is defined in RFC 4028.
⚫
⚫
⚫

Maximum time: Set Session-Expires header value of SIP re-INVITE.
Minimum time: Set the Min-SE header value of SIP re-INVITE.
Force Session Timer: Refer to <SIP settings> section in [Advanced]/[SIP].
Auto Provision

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Provision Type: Specify the type of automatic phone opening. Choosing
between DHCP TFTP / HTTP / HTTPS.
Provision Server Address: Enter the IP address of the setting server where the
IP phone will get the setting values by using the automatic setting function.
Provision server port: Enter the port number to use for each protocol. (For
example, HTTP -> 80)
Max. Try: If there is a case where automatic setting attempt fails, enter the
maximum number of attempts.
Boot-time Trial: Set whether or not to try automatic setting when IP phone is
booted.
Trial Interval: Try to set automatic once within the input period. (For example, if
you set it to 3, it will try automatic setup once for 3 days.)
Trial Time: Enter the time to try automatic setting.

Press the Save button when input is complete.

Change phone profile
Select [Automatic] / [Phone Profile] menu.
Click the name of the profile you want to change.
In the Profile Settings pop-up, enter the appropriate values for the items you want
to change.
When you finish, press the Save button.

Delete phone profile
Select [Automatic] / [Phone Profile] menu.
Confirm the profile you want to delete and press "X" at the right end.
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[Auto Provision] / [Phone S/W Management]
VL5000 provides automatic upgrading of terminal's S/W through automatic setting.
Procedure for managing S/W of registered terminal is as follows. (At present, only
IP phone models of MoimStone Co., Ltd. can be applied automatically.)

Add Phone S/W
Select [Automatic] / [Phone S/W Management] menu.

Figure 11 - 3. [Automatic] / [Phone S/W Management] Menu

To add phone software, press the Add button at the bottom right of the screen.

Figure 11 - 4. Add Phone S/W

Phone Config

■

Model name: Enter model name of IP phone.
S/W version: Enter the version of S/W to be registered.
(For example, enter "030.180" if the software version is IP250-S.1.30.180)
⚫
H/W code: Enter the hardware code of the product.
⚫
⚫
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⚫



IP250-C: 0x800



IP250-S: 0xa00



IP250-P: 0xa00



IP250-F: 0xb00



IP255-P: 0x2000



IP255-S: 0x2000



IP200-S: 0x2100



IP200-P: 0x2100

S/W file name: Find and register the product S/W stored in PC.

Press the Save button when input is complete.
Note: Models with default settings do not have H/W code setting items.

Change Phone S/W
Select [Automatic] / [Phone S/W Management] menu.
Click the model name of the phone S/W you want to change.
In the Phone S/W Settings popup, enter the appropriate value for the item you want
to change.
When you finish, press the Save button.

Delete phone S/W
Select [Automatic] / [Phone S/W Management] menu.
Check the phone S/W you want to delete and press "X" at the right end.
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12. Hotel
[Hotel] / [Wake-up Call]
The VL5000 provides a wake-up call service at hotels and other places by setting
the wake-up call function in the web manager.

Wake-up Call
Select [Hotel] / [Wake-up Call] menu.

Figure 12 - 1. [Hotel] / [Wake-up Call] Menu

Adding Wake-up Call list
Select the Add button at the bottom of the [Hotel] / [Wake-up Call] menu.

Figure 12 – 2. Adding Wake-up Call List

Wake-up Call config

■
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Reservation time: Specify the start time of the wake-up call.
Ring Timeout: Specify the ring time when you set the wake-up call. (In seconds)
Retry interval: Specify the retrial interval in case of no response.
Max. Retry: Specify the max number of retrials in case of no-wake-up call.
Wake-up Operator: Specify the caller ID that appears on the phone.
Auto mode: Select the automatic mode when registering multiple receiving
numbers, and the manual mode when specifying individual ones.
Extension: Specify the number to receive the wake-up call. Only extensions can
be selected

Press the Save button when input is complete.
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A. Safety Instructions
The following is a list of things you should know to use the VL5000 IP-PBX safely.
Please keep all documents supplied with the product and observe all instructions in
the documentation. The information contained in this document does not affect the
contents of the Purchase Agreement or Volans Co., Ltd. Warranty Statement.
Volans Co., Ltd. regards the safety of our customers as a top priority. This product
is designed for efficiency and safety. However, since the VL5000 is an electrically
operated electronic product, there is a potential risk of physical damage or property
damage if the power cord and plug-in cards are incorrectly fastened or used. To
reduce this risk, you should follow the instructions in the documentation that came
with the product, carefully read all warnings in the operating instructions, and pay
attention to the information in this document. By understanding and adhering to the
documentation provided with the product, you can protect yourself from the risks of
product use and create a safer working space.
Note: This information includes notes relating to power cables and batteries.
Especially, VL5000 is equipped with built-in battery to add stability of system.

Situations that require immediate action
The product may be damaged due to misuse and careless handling. In some cases
where the breakage is severe, the product should not be used until after inspection
and repair of the product.
As with all electronic products, always be careful when the product is turned on. In
rare cases, smoke or sparks may form on the product. Or something sounds like a
popping, cracking, or steam leak. This may be a simple failure of an electronic
component that has no safety implications, or it may indicate a potential danger
situation. Do not overlook these problems and take risks or try to diagnose
problems yourself.

Check the system internal temperature or the cooling fan status frequently related to
the safety of the system to check for signs of malfunction. If VL5000 is out of
normal temperature or if there is a problem with FAN, stop using the system. In this
case, contact Customer Support to inquire about the product's inspection method,
and get customer service if necessary.
If you experience any of the following problems with the system or any other
safety-related problems, disconnect the power plug and telephone line and
discontinue use of the product until you have followed instructions from the
Customer Support Center.
■

If the power cord, plug, extension cord, or ground wire is contaminated or damaged

■

If you notice signs of overheating, smoke, fire, or fire.

■

If the product emits popping sounds, cracking sounds, steam-like sounds, or burning
smells strong

■

If the system or power cord has a mark on it that has spilled liquid or objects on it

■

The system, power cable, or power plug is exposed to water or other liquid.

■

If the product is dropped or damaged.

■

If you follow the instructions and the product does not operate properly

NOTE: If any of the above symptoms occur with the system or power extension
cord, stop using the product and contact the service center or the manufacturer for
service or replacement.

General safety Instructions
Always follow these precautions to minimize the risk of personal injury or property
damage.

■

Lightening and surge related matters

■

Service-related matters

■

Power cord and adapter

■

Power extension cord and related equipment

■

Plugs and outlets

■

Battery considerations

■

Heat and product ventilation

■

Additional Safety Precautions

■

Lightning and surge related matters
It must be grounded for safe system use. Grounding protects the product from
lightning strikes and surges and prevents electrical shorts or electric shocks.
Therefore, be sure to connect to the ground terminal on the rear of the product
before connecting the power cord.

■

Service-related matters
Do not attempt to repair the product yourself unless you have asked for it in the
Customer Support Center. The product must be serviced by qualified service
personnel.
Note: Some parts can be upgraded or replaced by user. This is called Customer
Replaceable Units (CRUs). VoLans Co., Ltd. specifies the CRU. If the user desires
to replace the part, the installation manual is included. When replacing parts, you
must follow all instructions thoroughly. Always make sure that the product is turned
off and that the product is unplugged from any power source before performing any
part replacement. If you have any questions about replacing parts, please contact
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the Customer Support Center.

Note: Do not place your fingers and other parts of your body near dangerous
moving parts.
WARNING: Before replacing the CRU, turn off the system and wait 3 to 5 minutes
for the system to cool before opening the cover.

Power cord and adapter related matters

■

Use only the power cord and power adapter included with the product. Never use
third-party products.
⚫

⚫
⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Do not wrap the power cord around an adapter or other objects. Keeping the
power cord wound may cause the cord to worn, crack, or wrinkle, which may
affect the safety of the product.
Always ensure that the power cord is not stepped or jammed by a person and
is not trapped between other objects.
Keep power cords and plugs away from liquids. For example, do not place power
cords and plugs on floors cleaned with liquid detergents. If the cord is damaged
due to improper use, the liquid may cause a short circuit. In addition, the liquid
may gradually corrode the contacts on the power cord and the contacts on the
adapter connector, causing the power cord and adapter to overheat.
Always connect power cords, telephone lines, and signal cables in the correct
order, and ensure that all power cord connectors are securely connected to the
power outlet and to the end of the socket.
If the AC input terminal of the system is corroded, deformed near the input
terminal, or if the strange substance is adhered, or if there is a sign of
overheating, or if there is a strange point on the external power terminal, do not
connect the power supply, please check.
Never use power cords that appear to be corroded or deformed, or that appear
to be damaged, on either end of the contacts.

Power extension cord and related equipment matters

■

Ensure that the power extension cord you are using meets the electrical
requirements for overload protection, uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and multitap operation. Never overload these devices. When using a multi-tap, the load
applied to the multi-tap must be within the rated input of the multi-tap. If you have
questions about power loads, power requirements, or rated inputs, consult an
electrician for advice.

Plugs and outlets

■
⚫

⚫
⚫

If the electrical outlet (wall outlet) that you intend to use with the system is
damaged or corroded, do not use the outlet until you have repaired or replaced
the outlet.
Do not bend or modify plugs. If the plug is damaged, contact the manufacturer
and replace it with a new one.
The plug of the power cable has three contacts. This plug can only be used with
a grounding electrical outlet. This is for your safety. If you cannot connect these
plugs, contact an electrician to install an approved outlet adapter, or replace
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⚫

⚫

your existing outlet with a grounded outlet. Never overload power outlets. The
overall system load rating should not exceed 80% of the rated rating of the power
line of the branch outlets. If you have questions about the power load rating or
the rating of the branch outlets, consult an electrician.
Make sure that the outlet you want to use is wired correctly and is located near
the system so that you can use it easily. Do not tie the power cord too tightly to
the power cord.
When connecting or disconnecting the power plug from the outlet, be careful
not to apply excessive force.
Heat and product ventilation

■

Heat is generated when using the system or charging the internal battery. Caution is
required to cool the heat generated by VL5000. Please observe the following regarding
the heating and cooling of the product.
⚫
⚫

⚫

Do not use the system near flammable or explosive materials.
Your system has ventilation holes, cooling fans, and heat sinks for your safety
and system reliability. If you place other devices that generate heat above and
below the system, or close the ventilation holes by installing the system too
close to the wall, or putting things around the system to block the ventilation,
the system temperature may rise. This can cause damage to the system.
Ensure that no dust accumulates in the system vents at least once every three
months. Remove dirt as dust may block ventilation. If there is dust on the outside,
make sure there is dust on the inside of the fan blade, power supply unit, etc.
and remove it. Always turn off the system before opening the cover. If you need
to operate your system in a high-traffic area, check and clean the system
frequently at least once every three months.

To maintain safety and optimum system performance, keep the following basic
guidelines:
• When connecting the system power, make sure that the system is fully assembled.
• Check regularly that no dust has accumulated on the outside of the system.
• Remove dirt from the vents and other openings.
• Do not block the left/right ventilation holes of the system.
• Do not operate the system in an enclosed apparatus. There is a high risk of
overheating.
• Make sure that the temperature outside the system does not exceed 40 ℃.

■

Additional Safety Precautions
CAUTION: Power, telephone, and communication cable currents are hazardous. When
connecting the power, connect another telephone or communication cable first, and
then connect the power cord to the outlet. Be sure to connect the power cord supplied
with this product to a grounded outlet.
To avoid the risk of fire or electric shock, do not operate the system in water or near
water.
CAUTION: When mounting the I / O board in the system, follow the instructions below.
To avoid the risk of electric shock, turn off the system power when mounting the board,
disconnect the AC power cable from the outlet, and attach the board. Since the current
from the power, telephone, and communication cables is dangerous to the human
body, disconnect the cables completely from the system and avoid contact with each
other.
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CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury when using telephone
equipment, observe the following safety precautions.
Do not connect the telephone line when the lightning strike occurs.
Do not install telephone jacks that are not made for waterproofing in wet places.
Be careful when installing or repairing telephone lines.
Use No.26 AWG or larger safety-grade telephone line.
CAUTION: The plastic wrapping paper of the system has a risk of suffocation and
should be kept out of the reach of children.

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
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B. Perl Expression
Regular expressions make it easy to set up and search for character / numeric strings
made up of certain rules.
This section describes the Perl regular expressions used in the Pattern and Dial Types
section of the Dial Plan menu and contains examples of these.

■

Character
[]
[^]

Character class
Character Description
Character class
Negated character class

■

Example
[0-9]
[^0-9]

Example Explanation
From 0 to 9 arbitrary numbers
One character except number

Common character class

Character

Character Description

Example

Example Explanation

\d

one decimal integer
character, [0-9]
One character, not a decimal
integer, [^ 0-9]

\d9

Number of digits from 0 to 9 before '9'are
possible, such as 09, 59
not a decimal integer, one character before
'9'are possible, such as A9, r9, etc.

\D

■

\D9

Alternation meta-character

Character

Character Description

Example

Example Explanation

|

Select one between front
and back of ‘|’

(0|1|6)

One of 0, 1, 6 numbers possible

■

Grouping meta-character

Character

Character Description

Example

Example Explanation

()

Treat a partial of a regular
expression as a unit

(01)(0|1|6)

010 or 011 or 016 can possible

■

Character
$

Extracting meta-character

() Is used to extract the matched part.
The values for each () are entered into matching variables $ 1, $ 2 ...
Character Description
Example Explanation
Example
Store the value
corresponding to each ()

■

(01)(2)

$1 replace to 01, and $ replace to 2

Matching Repetitions

Character

Character Description

Example

Example Explanation

?
*

Repeat 0 or 1 times
0 or more repetition

(012)?
(012)*

012 or nothing
012 is repeated several times or nothing,
The difference from (012)? is that (012)? is
nothing or repeats once if it is repeated.
However, if (012) * is nothing or can be repeats
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+

repeat one time and
mores
Repeat 'x' n times
Repeat x at least n times
Repeat x n times or more
and m times or less

x{n}
x{n,}
x{n,m}

■

(012)+
(012){2}
(012){2,}
(012){2,4}

more than once, if it is repeated.
012 or 012 repeated several times
012012, 012 repeated twice
012012012, 012 repeats at least 2 times
012012012, repeat 012 at least twice and
4 times or less

POSIX Character class
Note: POSIX character classes must use double brackets ([[]]).

Character

Character Description

Example

Example Explanation

[:alnum:]
[:alpha:]
[:digit:]

Alphabets and numbers
Alphabets
Numbers

[[:alnum:]]
[[:alpha:]]
[[:digit:]]

Same as [a-zA-Z0-9]
Same as [a-zA-z]
Same as [0-9]

■

How to handle "*"
Example) Use SIP Trunk Access code * 88 in PBX to PBX interworking.
Pattern: \ * 88 (. *)
Format: $ 1
How to use: * 88 + phone number
Only the telephone number is sent to the other party.

■

Dial Plan - Example of using pattern, dial type

Figure B - 1. Dial Plan Example

■

How to international call number is replaced with 00707
Pattern: (00 [1,2,5,6,8] | 00 [3,7] ..) (. *)
(00 [1,2,5,6,8] | 00 [3,7] ..) - International phone service number
(. *) - The number you want to call
Dial type: 00707 $ 2
00707 - International telephone service number
$ 2 - the number corresponding to the second parenthesis (. *) In the above pattern
entry
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C. Using FXS Phone
The Hook Flash in this section means pressing the flash button or briefly pressing and
releasing the hook switch in the telephone function key. If you want to use the following
functions without hanging up when you press and release the Hook switch, you must
release the switch within the time set in the Hook Flash Interval item in FXS in [Basic]
/ [Line]. The default Hook Flash Interval is 600 milliseconds. If you do not release the
switch within this time, the call will end.

Hold

■

When the A (100) and the B (200) are in a communication state and the A 100 has to
suspend a call with the B 200 for a while and when Hook Flash is executed on the A
(100) terminal, B (200) becomes a standby state. And if A (100) again hooks Flash,
connection with B (200) is established again.
Transfer

■
⚫

Blind Transfer.
Assume that A(100) is connected to B (200) with C (300) while A (100)
and B (200) are in a call. At this time, after Hook Flash on the A (100)
terminal, press 300 and immediately hang up the phone, B (200) will be in
the standby state and ring of C (300) will start ringing.
When C (300) picks up the phone, the connection between B (200) and C
(300) is established. At this time, A(100) does not check whether the
connection between B (200) and C (300) is successful.

⚫

Attended Transfer
Assume that A(100) connects B (200) with C (300) while A (100) and B
(200) are in a call. In this case, when A (100) terminal performs a hook
flash and then presses 300, B (200) enters in standby state, and ring of C
(300) starts ringing.
When C (300) lpicks up the phone, C (300) and A (100) are connected.
This is because A (100) confirms whether C (300) is currently
connectable before B (200) is connected to C (300).
After confirming that C (300) is in a state in which a call connection is
possible, B (200) changes from standby state to connection state with C
(300) when A (100) releases the handset.

■

Call Parking

If you move when you receive the call, for example A(100) has to
continue the call with the B(200) at the C(300) position while the A(100)
and the B(100) communicate each other, after Hook Flash in A(100)
terminal and press *681, the B(200) will be in the standby state. After A
(100) On-Hook (meaning that the handset is put down), and then move
to the next place. That is C (300). If you press *881 in C (300), B (200)
calls C (300) in standby
In the above example, * 68 and * 88 are the values set for Parking

extension number and Unparking extension number in [Basic setting] /
[Additional code]. The designation number after * 68 is the number
between the start number and the last number.

Call Forwarding

■
⚫

Always Forward
Suppose you want to always receive a call to A (100) by turning it to B
(200). If you press * 72200 on A (100) terminal, the call received to A
(100) will always be forwarded to B (200). Also, when you want to cancel
the switching function at all times, you can terminate it by pressing * 73
on terminal A set up call forwarding.
In the above example, * 72 (Always call forwarding code) and * 73
(Always call forwarding cancel code) are the values set for [Always On]
and [Always cancel switchover] in [Default settings] / [Additional
function code]

⚫

Call Forward in Busy
When the A 100 is in a call and wants to receive a call received by the A
100 by turning it to the B 200 and presses * 90200 at the terminal A 100,
(100) to be forwarded to B (200). Also, to cancel the call forwarding
function, you can cancel by pressing * 91 on the A (100) terminal.
In the above example, * 90 (Conversion Codes) and * 91 (Conversion
Calls Abbreviated Codes) are the values set in [Basic Settings] /
[Additional Function Code]

⚫

Call Forward in no answer
When A(100) does not receive incoming call, if you want to receive a call
from A (100) to B (200) and receive it, press * 92200 in the A (100)
terminal to switch the number of A (100) to B (100) when the A (100) is
not referenced. Also, when canceling the forwarding function when no
answer, you can cancel by pressing * 93 on A (100) terminal.
In the above example, * 92 (non-response conversion code) and * 93
(non-response conversion failure code) are the values set of Forwarding
in non-response and Cancellation Forwarding in non-response in [Basic
Settings] / [Additional Function Code].

⚫

Call Forward in Error
A (100) is registered in the PBX but you want to switch the call to B (200)
when there is an error situation that cannot be called due to LAN cable
disconnection or the like during operation. In this case, if you press *
94200 on A (100) terminal, you can switch to B (200) if A (100) is in error
state. Also, to cancel the error switching function, you can cancel by
pressing * 95 on the A (100) terminal.
In the above example, * 94 (conversion code in case of error) and * 95
(conversion failure code in case of error) are the values set in [Default
setting] / [Additional function code]

Call Pickup

■
⚫

Direct Call Pickup
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Suppose you want to pick up a call from A (100) at B (200). In this case,
if you press * 98100 on the terminal at B (200), you can pick up the call
received from A (100) from B (200).
In the above example ** is the value set for pickup in [Basic] / [Feature
Code].
⚫

Group Pickup
Suppose you want to pick up a call from A (100), which is a user in the
same Pickup group, at B (200). In this case, if you press * 98 on terminal
B (200), you can pick up the call received on A (100) at B (200).
Customizing the same pull-pickup group is done by adding a pull-pickup
group member in [Basic] / [Group].

Intercom

■
⚫

Direct Intercom
When A (100) calls intercom to B (200), if * 71200 is pressed at A (100),
intercom can be performed to B (200).
In the above example, * 71 is the value set for the extension number of
<Intercom Setup> in [Basic Setting] / [Additional Function Code].

⚫

Group Intercom
This function is used when one user intercommunicates to several
persons. After creating the intercom group by adding members to the
intercom group added in [Basic Settings] / [Group Settings]
If you press the extension you set, you will be intercommed to the users
belonging to the intercom group.
For example, if the members of the intercom group are A (100), B (200),
and the extension is set to 500, pressing 500 on the terminal will
intercommunicate with members A (100) and B (200) of the intercom
group.

■

3-way call
3-party calling is a function that allows three parties to talk at the same
time.
Let's assume that A (100) and B (200) are in a call and invite C (300) to
make a call. In this case, when A (100) terminal performs Hook Flash and
then presses 300, A (100) and C (300) are connected and B (200) is in a
standby state. At this time, when A (100) again performs Hook Flash, B
(200) changes from standby state to call connection state, and A (100), B
(200) and C (300) simultaneously call.
Note: To use the 3-party call feature, you must set the 3-party call to
"Yes" in [Basic Settings] / [Profile]. Otherwise, it works as a transfer
function instead of a 3-party call.

■

Call Rejection
If terminal A refuses to receive the call, you can press the code to place it
in the call refusal state. If you attempt to make a phone call to the call
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refused terminal, it will switch to voice mail. You can cancel the call
refusal by pressing the unsubscribe cancel code.

■

Conference call
Conference call is a function that allows multiple users to make calls at
the same time. It uses the extension number set in [Advanced Settings] /
[Conference Call]. If you set the extension number of the conference call
to 500, the user who wants to join the conference call can join the
conference call by pressing 500 on his / her terminal.
To use the conference call feature, you must set the conference call to
"Yes" in [Basic] / [Profile]. The extension to be used is set in
[Advanced] / [Conference Call].
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Glossary of terms
■

A-Format
Format A is the signaling standard of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU-T), which is used for conversion between analog and digital
signals in PCM (Pulse Code Modulation). Format A is primarily used for
European telephone networks and is a signaling standard similar to the U
format used in North America.

■

ANI (Automatic Number Identification)
ANI is a service that provides the caller's phone number to the recipient.
How to provide this information may vary depending on your telephone
service provider. This service is often provided by sending a DTMF tone
with the call.

■

CODEC (Coder Decoder)
Converts analog voice to digital bit stream, and converts digital bit stream
to analog voice. It can also be used to refer to the compression type (for
example, G.729).

■

Channel
A channel is a device that directs the transfer of information between two
devices, or a channel through which information is passed. Because a
channel is a logical connection path, rather than a physical pathway to
connect devices, there can be multiple logical channels, even if there is
only one communication line physically.

■

CNG (Comfort Noise Generation)
When one person does not speak at the time of a call, no voice packet is
sent to the opponent, so the other opponent cannot hear anything. In this
case, a person who speaks for a long period of time cannot know
whether the call has been connected or not, so it generates a certain
noise and informs the caller that the call is continuing.

■

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)

A protocol that allows network administrators to centrally manage IP
addresses on the network within an organization and automatically assign
them to each host.
DHCP uses a lease concept that allows an IP address to be valid for a
certain period of time on that computer. Therefore, even if you have more
computers than the number of available IP addresses, it is efficient
because you can dynamically reconfigure your network by shortening the
lease time of the IP address.

■

DSP (Digital Signal Processor)
It is a special purpose computer chip designed for fast processing of
complicated digital signals and is widely used for real time processing of
voice and images.

■

DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency)
DTMF is the signal that is generated when the button of the electronic
telephone is pressed and sent to the telephone office. On a DTMFenabled phone, each keypad number which user press produces two
tones with a specific frequency. To prevent voices from being able to
imitate the sound, one is composed of tone at a high frequency and the
other at a low frequency.

■

Delay Start
It is a type of trunk line signal method. Call starts while occupying the
trunk line at the caller side. The Off-hook state of receiver’s exchanger
continues until it is ready to receive digits, then changes to the On-Hook
state when it is ready to receive. Receiver’s exchanger calls up receiver
when caller’s exchanger sends a Digit.
When the called party's subscriber's handset is in the Off-Hook state, the
call is connected and the call starts. When the calling and called
subscribers maintain the call state while maintaining the off-hook state,
the call is terminated when either subscriber turns off the handset and
becomes on-hook.

■

E.164
This is an international number system for remote communication using
the telephone.

■

Echo Cancellation
The Process for removing Echo from line. Echo is usually caused by
impedance differences in the telephone network wiring. Echo Canceller
stores a sample of the voice you just sent and removes the returned
signal when the voice is flipped back in the receive direction.

■

Echo Suppressor
This is a communication technology that invalidates transmission in the
opposite direction in the telephone line so that the signal flows only in
one direction.

■

FXO (Foreign eXchange Office)
It is connected to the exchange side signal of the Loop-Start signal type,
receives the power supply current of the exchange side and RING signal,
and transmits it to the partner system. Then, the calling voice signal is
processed as PCM data to form a subscriber call line.
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■

FXS (Foreign eXchange Station/Subscriber)
It serves to send a dial tone to a regular phone handset. It receives LoopStart signal type subscriber line, and supplies call current RING signal to
the subscriber side. It is a service that processes voice signal, DIAL
signal of DTMF, LOOP ON / OFF as PCM data to the partner system and
sends it to the transmission line.

■

FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
A protocol that performs file transfers between a host and a host on a
network and between a host and a PC on a network.

■

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)
It is a protocol that is defined for efficient management of network by
providing information such as network configuration management,
performance management (statistical information for performance
analysis), and equipment management (system information).

■

VAD (Voice Activity Detection)
Half of the calls are silent because one side of the conversation is told,
and the other side is listening. In the VoIP environment, it detects whether
the amplitude value of the voice reaches a certain limit, determines
whether to generate a packet, and if it is silent, it does not generate an IP
packet.
At that moment, the voice will not use the bandwidth temporarily, and the
remaining bandwidth will be available to other applications (Web, FTP...).
However, when using VAD, the sound quality may be deteriorated
because the beginning of talk or the end of the voice whose amplitude is
low can be cut off. This phenomenon is called clipping.
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